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Abstract

This study investigated different elements that may affect the decision making process of
schedulers working in hierarchical production planning (HPP) environments. HPP is an accepted
paradigm broadly discussed in the literature, but little is known about the decisional role of the
schedulers in this type of setting. A laboratory experiment was performed with 119 participants to test
different hypothesis in regard of how schedulers integrate different streams of information; the intertemporal preferences of the scheduler; and possible effects derived from changing the way instructions
from a higher level of hierarchy are provided. Results of the study suggests that trust from the
scheduler towards the planner is a factor that may influence the production decisions of the scheduler;
specifically, higher levels of trust may lead the scheduler to follow inventory instructions more
closely. Also, our results indicate that providing an inventory target to the scheduler, regardless that he
follows or not that instruction, will make him to be more inclined to keep inventory from one planning
horizon to the next, when high uncertainty about the future demand exists.
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1. Introduction

In the production planning and scheduling literature, the hierarchical production planning
paradigm (HPP) is vastly discussed. HPP is an accepted strategy for planning and control for different
type of manufacturing situations (McKay & Buzzacott, 2000; Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). In
spite of the different studies on this topic, little is known in practice about the way people work under
this approach make decisions.
Much of the literature about the performance of HPP implicitly assume that decision making is
made exactly as proposed in the theoretical formulations; in other words, that computers are the ones
creating the production plans (Hax & Meal, 1973; Bitran, Haas, & Hax, 1981; Schneeweiss C. A.,
2003). Nevertheless, in practice, humans are the ones making the production decisions. Studying this
role is important because as human are controlling the scheduling elements, their performance will
remain critical for the performance of the manufacturing system (Sanderson, 1989).
In particular, little is known about the way schedulers manage the different streams of information
they need to handle in a HPP setting. This is, a decision maker in a low level of the hierarchy usually
receives guidance and is also constraint by decisions made at a higher level in the hierarchy (McKay,
Safayeni, & Buzacott, 1995; Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). Simultaneously, the worker at the
low level is faced with detailed information coming from the market, e.g., demand realizations and
accurate forecasts (McKay & Buzzacott, 2000; Schneeweiss C. A., 2003). By means of this master
thesis, we aim to investigate how these workers use these two streams of information to make their
decisions, and ultimately, to develop their production plans.
Additionally, modern manufacturing systems are complex and dynamic (McKay & Buzzacott,
2000). There is evidence showing that people are boundedly rational due to the limits of human
beings’ ability to adapt satisfactorily to complex environments where imperfect knowledge and
conflicting goals coexist (Simon, 1991; Kahneman, 2003). Because of that, it seems reasonable to
study the mechanisms used by workers to deal with these limitations. This could contribute to enhance
the understanding about the performance of modern manufacturing systems.
On the other hand, production planning and scheduling is encompassed in a broader field knows
as operation management (OM). In general, the study of the decision making process within OM is yet
little (Loch & Wu, 2007). However, research on the human behavior on the economic activity in other
business-related disciplines has shown that some of the implicit assumptions used in classical models
cannot hold, such as having completely rational decision makers (Simon, 1991; Gino & Pisano, 2008;
Kahneman, 2003). This has motivated the growing of a branch of the OM, known as behavioral
operations management (BOM).
Under this line of thought, the development of the current investigation can contribute to the field
of BOM, by studying the decision making process of the people responsible for the production
planning in manufacturing systems using the HPP approach.
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The current document is organized as follows: in section 2, the studied literature will be
connected with the research questions, and it will lead to the introduction of the hypothesis to be
tested. Section 3 will be divided in two parts; the first contains the description of the HPP planning
setting employed. The second part is used to describe the experimental design used for testing the
hypothesis. In section 4, the results from the experimental design are shown. Sections 5 and 6 are used
to discuss about the limitations and conclusions of the current research, respectively.
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2. Literature and Research Questions

For planning and control of manufacturing systems one approach has become accepted, the so
called hierarchical production planning paradigm (HPP) (McKay, Safayeni, & Buzacott, 1995;
Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). In this strategy, higher levels in the hierarchy focus on longer
time horizons, provide guidance, and typically impose constrains on the lower levels (Hax & Meal,
1973; McKay, Safayeni, & Buzacott, 1995). On the other hand, lower levels are concerned with
shorter horizons and increased levels of information detail (Hax & Meal, 1973; McKay, Safayeni, &
Buzacott, 1995; Schneeweiss, 2003). For instance, when making decisions, a planner (higher level)
might only know an aggregate forecast of the demand; while the scheduler (lower level) has to deal
with accurate demand information from the market.
The HPP paradigm is accepted for different reasons. One is that a production planning problem
formulated as a single monolithic optimization problem, can be undesirable due to its size and
perturbations due to stochasticity (Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). Gelders and Van Wassenhove
(1982) also argued that HPP is aligned with the industrial practice, which usually demands
hierarchical and functional decision units. Another reason for using the HPP is that it allows for the
consideration of the different types of information available at different points of time (Stevenson,
2002; Schneeweiss, 2003); this reflects a feature present in real manufacturing environments.
This situation motivates the first general research question of our study:
In a HPP context, how do low-level decision makers integrate the instructions received from
the higher-level with the information received from the market?
The framework of HPP is broadly discussed in the literature since it was introduced in 1965 by
Robert N. Anthony, who divided the decision process into three stages namely, strategic planning,
management control and operational control (de Kok & Fransoo, 2003). On the other hand, the HPP
formal models are based in the work done developed by A. Hax, G. Bitran and H. Meal in the 70’s and
early 80’s (de Kok & Fransoo, 2003). The HPP uses the time line to control the amount of detail and
aggregation; the general setting is that the higher levels focus on the longer time horizon and provide
guidance to the lower levels which are concerned with shorter time intervals (McKay & Buzzacott,
2000). Also, higher levels of hierarchy typically impose constrains on the lower levels, whereas lower
decision levels provide feedback to evaluate the higher level actions (McKay & Buzzacott, 2000;
Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982; Hax & Meal, 1973).
The HPP approach also allows to divide the production planning problem into smaller problems.
This serves as alternative for single monolithic formulations for the production planning problem; this
is undesirable because of the size of the model and perturbations due to high stochasticity in the short
term (Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). In addition to that, the HPP is a more appropriate approach
when different types of information are available at different points in time, and certain strategic and
tactical decisions like workforce and production capacity need to be made in advance (Stevenson,
2002; Schneeweiss C. A., 2003). Despite the ample use of the HPP approach in the practice (McKay
3

& Buzzacott, 2000), most of the models have been developed conceptually but few results can be
found evaluating their performance (Selcuk, Fransoo, & De Kok, 2006). Moreover, these evaluations
often ignore the stochasticity proper of real manufacturing systems (Selcuk, Fransoo, & De Kok,
2006).
In addition to that, to the best of our knowledge, no investigation has explicitly tackled the HPP
problem from the perspective of the human decision maker; furthermore, little research exists on the
human role on planning and scheduling for manufacturing systems. The existent gap between the
scheduling theory developed by researchers, and the needs of real workers performing as schedulers
has been discussed (McKay & Wiers, 1999). McKay and Wiers (1999) showed that the problem as
studied classically by scholars is different than the actual challenge faced by real schedulers. That is,
among certain communities of researchers, scheduling is defined as the allocation of resources to
perform a set of tasks (McKay & Wiers, 1999). However, when real schedulers are asked about the
scheduling task, they refer to day-to-day challenges like collection of information from the night
before and comparison with what was supposed to happen; determining the state of the demand,
resources, material, personnel; processing engineering changes and tool upgrades. All these elements
“boils down to what to do next”, but this encompasses very many different options, and “decision is
almost always a compromise” (McKay & Wiers, 1999)
The traditional scope for scheduling had been set to sequencing operations; however this
definition of scheduling does not capture what scheduling means in practice (McKay & Wiers, 1999).
McKay and Wiers (1999) argued that due to complexity of the scheduling problem in real
environments, the developed scheduling theory is unable to explain what schedulers do or what they
should do. In addition, it is “very difficult to separate the scheduling problem from what many human
schedulers are actually doing”; therefore it will remain neccesary to consider the human role in
scheduling (McKay & Wiers, 1999).
Moreover, studying the human role in manufacturing is important, because scheduling elements
determine the performance of the system, so as humans are controlling these elements their
performance is critical (Sanderson, 1989). Sanderson (1989) showed that many studies are available
assessing the human scheduling performance (e.g., by comparison with computer solutions), but few
exist where the human involvement in planning and scheduling is studied in a comprehensive manner
(Jackson, Wilson, & MacCarthy, 2004; Fransoo, Wafler, & Wilson, 2011).
Jackson et al. (2004) proposed a model for the scheduling job which integrates internal with
external factors (see Figure 2.1). The model shows that schedulers have different tasks that relate to
their goal-directed activities; also it describes that schedulers’ activities comprises more than the
“typical” scheduling tasks, which is represented by three different roles. Jackson et al. (2004) argued
that as a result of the influence of the different external factors, schedulers carry out their tasks in
different ways and their roles change over time.
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Figure 2.1. A new model of scheduling in manufacturing proposed by Jackson et al. (2004)

One of the roles to study in manufacturing systems is the decisional role. Due to the dynamic and
uncertain nature of modern industry, it is necessary to consider the bounded rationality of workers
when making decisions. The latter refers to the fact that humans have limits to adapt satisfactorily to
complex environments, particularly where imperfect knowledge and conflicting goals coexist (Simon,
1991; Kahneman, 2003). Tversky and Kahneman (1974) studied decisions taken under these
environments and showed that people reduce the complexity of the tasks that include predicting
probabilities and predicting values to simpler judgmental operations, by relying on a limited number
of cues for judgment. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).
Hence, schedulers who are usually working in complex environment, are susceptible to use ways
to reduce the complexity of their job. In the case of the HPP approach, one way that they have
available to do that is relying on the inventory targets given by a higher level of the hierarchy. Targets
may serve as a guide for the scheduler, in order to produce production plans that are beneficial for the
performance of the manufacturing system. However, different variables may exert a significant
influence on the degree in which the scheduler follow the inventory instruction. One of these is the
issue of trust.
In the literature it has been recognized that trust is one aspect that can play a role in the planning
and scheduling process. One reason for this is that, schedulers develop important levels of social
interaction due to an ample number of stakeholders they are in contact with, in order to perform their
jobs (Karltun & Berglund, 2010; Berglund, Guinery, & Karltun, 2011). Also, trust may represent an
example of how humans behavior can be guided by affect when cognitive resources are limited (Lee &
See, 2004). Some of the researches in operational contexts have studied the trust that people have
towards computational aids and outcomes has been investigated (Kleinmuntz, 1990; Fransoo & Wiers,
2008).
In the specific context of HPP, Gelders and Van Wassenhove (1982) suggested that possible
inconsistencies may arise due to conflicting objectives at different levels, e.g., minimize inventory
5

holding costs (for the low level) versus maximize service level (for the high level). In the formulation
made by Schneeweiss (2003), where an anticipation procedure is implemented within the HPP
approach, one of the underlying assumptions is that the “base level agrees with the way how the
anticipation is taken into account at the top-level, i.e., it is trusting the way how the top-level is solving
its decision problem” (Schneeweiss C. , 2003).
Despite these references, our search did not produce any result of studies aiming to evaluate the
effect on the decisions of the trust between levels in the hierarchy. For example, consider a setting
where the planner is in charge of aggregate-long horizon plans; as part of this planning process, he
provides advices in the form of inventory targets for families of products to the schedulers.
Schedulers, who conform a lower level of the hierarchy, need to make the detailed production plans
for shorter periods and the items within the product-family. Moreover, it is expected that the decisions
of the schedulers are intended to reach the inventory target fixed by the planner while minimizing the
costs. Although, following the target is expected, it is not always compulsory that scheduler follows
this instruction. As an additional remark, from now on when we use the term ‘planner’, we refer to a
higher level in the hierarchy; analogously, the term ‘scheduler’ will be used to refer to the
corresponding lower level.
Under this setting and considering the elements described previously, we ask whether is it
possible that different levels of trust from the schedulers towards the planner can influence the
decisions of the scheduler? Or, a higher/lower trust level may cause the scheduler to follow more/less
the advice given by the planner? Furthermore, what happens if the scheduler believes that his planner
has objectives that conflict with his own objectives? If that is the case, how would this affect the
scheduler’s decisions?
The latter considerations bring another topic to the agenda of our discussion, which is goal-setting
theory. One of the findings of goal-setting theory is that goals affect performance trough four different
mechanisms (Locke & Latham, 2002). One is that the goal serves to direct attention and effort toward
goal relevant activities; furthermore, this effects occurs both at a cognitive and behavioral level (Locke
& Latham, 2002). Additionally, Locke and Latham (2002) argued that this goal-performance relation
is moderated by goal commitment, and showed that factors that facilitate goal commitment are those
that make goal attainment important to people. Hence, if the scheduler perceives he is facing different
goals, it is likely that he will engage more in attaining the goal that he considers is more important for
his role.
Specifically, if a scheduler believes that his primary goal is to minimize the cost on his production
plan, before than reaching the inventory target set by the planner, it is likely that the inventory target
instruction will be disregarded. However, it could be the case that when the scheduler has a high level
of trust in his planer, the tension between the two goals described might be reduced. Therefore, the
scheduler might see the inventory target as an attainable goal that does not conflict with the goal of
minimizing costs. As a result, the production plan of the scheduler could produce better results in
terms of reaching the inventory targets set by the planner.
This elaboration represents one of the hypothesis we want to test in this research:
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H1: In HPP settings, schedulers with higher levels of trust on their planners will produce
plans that result in inventories that are closer to the targets, than schedulers who trust less.
It is important to clarify that we are not aiming to assess if the inventory targets are beneficial for
the overall performance of the manufacturing system as these may be contingent on the complexity of
the problem and the quality of the instruction; but instead we want to investigate the case when they
are used, if the schedulers actually follow them as an instruction to perform their jobs.
Until now we have elaborated on the integration of information in the lower levels of hierarchy
for a HPP approach. However other additional elements may play a role on this matter; one is
decisions over time. The general view for HPP is to use the time line to control the amount of detail
and aggregation, with the higher levels focusing on the longer time horizon while lower levels are
concerned with shorter time intervals (Hax & Meal, 1973; McKay, Safayeni, & Buzacott, 1995).
However, the effect of the decisions made by the lower levels cannot be completely seen immediately,
but also in a point further in time. For instance, keeping inventory today may increase the holding
costs of the present period, but it may help to reduce the overall costs of the system in the long run.
Time is considered as one of the most important dimensions in decision making, however time is
not usually considered as a decision variable in economic models (Loch & Wu, 2007). Many of the
models used by economists implicitly assume that individuals follow the principle of discounted utility
(DU); therefore individuals are expected to have consistent preferences in different points of time
(Leiser, Azar, & Hadar, 2008). Nevertheless, DU is not good model of actual behavior (Hardman,
2009); research has shown that the principle of discounted utility is violated in cases when discount
rates do not remain constant over time (Thaler, 1981).
In relation to the latter, when people face situations where their decisions have impact in different
points of time, they are subject to inter-temporal phenomenon that may affect the quality of their
decisions (Leiser, Azar, & Hadar, 2008; O'Donoghue & Rabin, 2000; Della Vigna & Malmendier,
2004). Thaler (1981) found that the discount rates decline over time; this phenomenon is known as
hyperbolic discounting (Leiser, Azar, & Hadar, 2008; Hardman, 2009). Leiser et al. (2008) argued that
when people face decisions where the outcome is closer in time, they tend to increase their discount
rate. An implication of this phenomenon is that people prefer to experience immediate gratification
(O'Donoghue & Rabin, 2000; Hardman, 2009). This refers to situations when people decide to do
some activity that may be immediately to perform with delayed benefits in the future, or an activity
which is “immediately pleasurable to perform with any costs delayed to the future” (O'Donoghue &
Rabin, 2000).
For the setting we are describing in this thesis, it might the case that schedulers when making their
planning decisions only consider their effect on the current planning horizon. That is, schedulers might
not consider the effect (costs of benefits) on the future planning horizons of their present decisions.
The above elaboration is the motivation for a second research question:
In a HPP context, how can schedulers decisions regarding inventory be affected by intertemporal preferences?
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As suggested before, in the HPP setting we have described, inter-temporal preferences may have
an influence when schedulers need to decide, at the end of a planning horizon, whether keeping stock
or carrying zero inventory. Think of a situation where the scheduler is in charge of planning for a
given number of periods that compose the scheduler’s planning horizon; at the same time, in a HPP
setting, this planning horizon may correspond to only one of the periods that conform the planning
horizon of the planner. For instance, a planning horizon for the scheduler might be a month conformed
by four weeks, meanwhile the planner is concern with a year horizon conformed by twelve months.
In such a case, it is likely that information available for the scheduler about the demand of the
future planning horizons is unknown or, at least, very much uncertain. In those cases, schedulers are
faced at the end of the planning horizon with the decision of carrying some inventory to start the next
one, while having little information. However, making this decision implies incurring in costs that
could make this decision unattractive for the scheduler. In addition to that, recall that schedulers may
also have received, as an instruction, an inventory target for the end the same planning horizon. It is of
the scheduler’s autonomy to follow or not that target. Nevertheless, the mere fact that certain inventory
target is suggested may affect the scheduler in such a way, that he decides to keep some inventory
independently that he follows or not the instruction regarding how much stock to keep. On the
contrary, if no target is given, the scheduler could be more prone to keep zero inventory at the end of
the planning horizon, even though, information about future demand is uncertain.
The above discussion is the driver for our next hypothesis:
H2: In HPP settings, schedulers are less likely to keep inventory at the end of a planning
horizon when they are not told to reach any inventory target, than when they are given a
reference inventory target.
It is important to clarify the scope of this hypothesis. By means of hypothesis 2, we are not trying
to investigate whether some factor affect the decision of following the inventory target; after all, if
there is no target, there is nothing to follow. However, regardless of whether the scheduler is given a
target or not, he may decide to keep some inventory or not keep anything at the end of a planning
horizon. And it is the latter what we want to test in this second hypothesis, i.e., the tendency of the
scheduler to keep some inventory from a planning horizon to the next, when information about the
future demand is very much uncertain. In other words, from the condition when a target is given does
not necessarily follow that the scheduler has to keep inventory for future planning horizons, however,
we think that it will influence the scheduler to do so.
As suggested before, this may be relevant in planning contexts where there is uncertainty of the
upcoming horizons. For instance, stock can work as a buffer if an unexpected high demand occur in a
posterior period of the planning horizon; if production capacity is insufficient to satisfy this demand,
the scheduler incurs in lost sales. If the case is that lost sales costs are high in relation with holding
costs, this would impact negatively the overall cost performance of the system. Despite this risk,
schedulers may be tempted to keep zero inventory at the end of the planning horizon. Hence, this
hypothesis is aiming to investigate whether a possible scheduler’s inclination towards immediate
gratification, can be diminished by providing him with a target from his planner.
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Until now, we have discussed different theories in order to build our research. We argued that
schedulers may use the targets to reduce the complexity of their tasks. Also, we discussed that the
target may help to direct attention and effort toward goal relevant activities, according to goal-setting
theory (Locke & Latham, 2002). However, we showed that schedulers’ decisions may be influenced
by inter-temporal phenomena. We wondered then, whether we can use the goal attention to reduce
somehow the effects derived from people’s limited ability to take decisions along time.
Given that the instruction that the scheduler receives from the planner serves as a medium to
direct attention, by means of an increase of the salience of the target, it might be that the scheduler
would produce plans that are less susceptible to inter-temporal preferences, such as the immediate
gratification we discussed earlier. In other words, there might be a way to enhance the effect of the
inventory target by showing it to scheduler in alternative way, in such a way that possible negative
effects due to the human’s limited ability to make decisions under uncertainty of future events, are
reduced. This motivates our last research question:
In a HPP context, is it possible by presenting the inventory target in an alternative way than
as an end value of the planning horizon, to reduce the effects of the inter-temporal biases in the
schedulers?
For the setting we have used in our research, we have thought that one alternative to present the
inventory target for the planning horizon of the scheduler is to show an equivalent average inventory
target. That is, if the estimated value for the inventory is presented to the scheduler as a ‘continuous’
level of inventory to be hold for the whole planning horizon, it might cause him to pursue this value
during the intermediate planning periods of his horizon. On the contrary, a final inventory target may
lead the schedulers to follow an strategy where they keep zero inventories most of the time; that is,
scheduler will chase the demand during the intermediate periods of their planning horizon. These
arguments are summarized in the following hypothesis:
H3: In HPP settings, schedulers will use more a chase-demand strategy when the
inventory target is presented as an end value, than when it is presented as an equivalent
average value.
The idea behind this hypothesis is to investigate whether presenting the inventory target as an
average value could help the scheduler to anticipate the issues due to stochasticity in demand. That is,
keeping some inventory might help the scheduler to be covered from problems caused by probabilistic
demands. On the contrary, a chase-demand strategy implies that inventory is not used as a buffer in the
case that high demands occur. If the inventory is presented as an end value, no continuous indication is
given to the scheduler; as a possible consequence, schedulers may have a tendency to follow the so
called chase-demand strategy.
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3. Methodology

This section will be divided into two parts. In the first we will describe the planning setting we
have used for our research. The second part is dedicated to explain the experimental design.

3.1. Planning Setting

Our investigation is focused on the Hierarchical Production Planning approach (HPP). For that
reason it is now necessary to describe the specific model we have used to investigate our research
questions. One that of the first formal formulations was developed by Hax and Meal (1973). A
fundamental concept in this formulation is the one known as aggregation. This refers to both,
aggregation of products (or items) and an aggregation of time. The former has to do with the idea that
products with similar characteristics (e.g., set-up times, demand patterns, etc.) can be grouped into
item families; similarly these item families can be grouped into item types. Aggregation of time refers
to the planning horizons faced by different levels in the hierarchy. That is, lower levels will decide on
small periods of time that are aggregated into longer periods, which are planned by higher levels in the
hierarchy (Hax & Meal, 1973; Bitran & Hax, 1977).
This aggregation concept remains in modern formulations as one of the pillars of the HPP
approach (McKay, Safayeni, & Buzacott, 1995; Schneeweiss C. A., 2003). Schneeweiss (2003)
proposed a broader formulation called distributed decision making (DDM).Although some differences
are present in Schneeweiss’ ideas, the general structure of the DDM systems highly resembles a HPP
system, and the concept of aggregation still applies. Most of the analysis done by Schneeweiss (2003)
is confined to two decision making units or levels, where the higher level will be referred as the toplevel and the more dependent one is the base-level.
Schneeweiss (2003) incorporated the concept of anticipation. This refers to the top-level taking
into account characteristics of the base-level to try to find a feasible solution, through an anticipated
base-level. The selection and consideration of the anticipated base-level into the top-level decisions is
called anticipation. Complementary Schneeweiss (2003) called instruction to the decision made by the
top-level after having anticipated the base-level. Also, the formulation considers a reaction, i.e., the
possibility of the base level to react to the top-level’s instruction. A graphic description of
Schneeweiss (2003) formulation is given in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Interdependencies in a general hierarchical system. (Schneeweiss C. A., 2003)

We think that the anticipation concept might help to enhance the trust of the base-level towards
the top-level, due to an explicit attempt of the higher level decision maker to align his objectives with
the ones of the lower level. Since the issue of trust is one of the problems we are investigating, we
decided to implement the anticipation concept into our models. For that reason we will show a toplevel model, a base-level model and an anticipated base-level model.
Before we present the actual model we will present its features. Given the fact that we will test
our hypothesis in an experimental setting, the decisions about the planning setting were thought to be
implemented in such experiment. For that reason we propose a model that is more simple to solve to
optimality in a short time, while providing valuable insights for the research field.
First, our hierarchical production model will be composed by two levels and we will be based in
the integrative hierarchical production planning model by Schneeweiss (2003). We will refer to the
higher level in the hierarchy as the top-level, while the lower level is known as the base-level. Our
model will also apply to a single item family; however, unlike the model proposed by Schneeweiss
(2003), our family consists of a single item. The reason is that the focus of our research is on the
aggregation of time, but not in the aggregation of products. With this decision we are trying to avoid
possible confounding effects due to the aggregation of families in our experiment. Also, during the
initial stages of the project, initial calculations made us realized that considering a multi-item family
would have raised the complexity of the problem out of the scope of this thesis.
To facilitate the communication we will say that the decision making at the top-level is done by a
planner; conversely the job at the base-level is done by a scheduler. The planning horizon of the
planer consists of four (4) macro-periods (e.g., 4 trimester in a year). Simultaneously the planning
horizon of the scheduler consists of five (5) micro-periods (e.g., planning weeks), which conform a
single macro-period. This means that in a full time horizon period, a scheduler would have to solve
twenty (20) production problems.
Also as proposed in Schneeweiss (2003), the coupling of the top-level with the base-level is done
by two variables namely, production capacity and inventory target. In other words, before a given
macro-period starts, the planner will define an production capacity for every micro-period of the
current macro-period. Additionally, the planner will set an inventory target to be reached at the end of
the macro-period. The scheduler will receive these instructions which become for him constraints in
11

his model; that is, he cannot produce more than the capacity planned for the macro-period, and he is
expected to build-up an inventory that is close or equal to the fixed inventory target. See Figure 3.2 for
a graphical representation of the time lines to be used in our research; the nomenclature use in the
figure is the one we will use in the remaining when we refer to time matters.
Top-level
t= 0

t= 1

t= 2

t= 3

t= T = 4

Inventory target
Base-level

Figure 3.2. Representation of the time lines used in our proposed model

Our formulation has been thought to be implemented as a rolling horizon plan. The latter refers to
the model being solved for certain horizon, but only the solution that covers the near future is
implemented (Gelders & Van Wassenhove, 1982). For instance, the top-level can be solved in t=0 for
all four macro-periods; but the instructions produced for the first period are the only ones that are
implemented. Later, the top-level model is solved again at the end to the period 1 for the remaining
periods, and only the instructions for the second period are implemented. This procedure continues
until the whole horizon is covered. This procedure also applies for the base-level and its plans for the
micro-periods.
Research on rolling plan horizons in HPP systems can be found. However, many of the
formulations ignore the stochasticity of the systems, which is “a significant characteristic of dynamic
environments” (Selcuk, Fransoo, & De Kok, 2006). Because of that, our formulation includes
stochastic demands for the planning periods; however, since we need to test this in an experimental
setting, the complexity was limited by defining a finite number of possible independent demands. This
is, we defined that the aggregate demand (i.e., at the macro-period level) could take three different
levels namely, low, medium or high, each with a defined probability of occurrence. In the same
manner, the detailed demand (micro-periods) could take three different levels for a given aggregate
demand; these levels are labeled also as low, medium or high. This is represented graphically in Figure
3.3.
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Demand

Top-level

P(L)

P(M)

Low

Base-level

P(l)
L-l

P(H)

Medium

P(m)
L-m

P(h)

P(l)

L-h

M- l

High

P(h)

P(l)

M- m M- h

H- l

P(m)

P(m)
H- m

P(h)
H- h

Top-level:
L=Low
M=Medium
H=High
Base-level:
l= Low
m= Medium
h=High

Figure 3.3. Representation of the demand scheme used for our formulation

Because of the latter, it was necessary to adapt the formulation used by Schneeweiss (2003) to be
able to use discrete stochastic demand. To that end, at each level and according to the information
known, we will define all possible demand combinations; we call these, demand scenarios. For
instance, if the top-level model is going to be solved for four macro-periods, and demand is unknown
for all four of them, there are three to the power of four (34=81) demand scenarios. Each demand
scenario has a probability of occurrence calculated as the product of the four individual probabilities of
each macro-period; in the specific case that P(L) = P(M) = P(H), the probability of each scenario
equals 1/81.
Having presented the features of our formulation, we can now introduce the models used in our
research.

3.1.1. Top-Level Model
In our case, this model is solved by a planner. As proposed by Schneeweiss (2003), we assume
that the planner will know with certainty the aggregate demand for the first macro-period he is
planning for. For instance, in the plan is to be made for the whole horizon of four macro-periods, we
assume that the planner knows the demand for the macro-period 1; for the remaining, he only knows
the demand distribution, as seen in the top-level in Figure 3.3. Consequently, the model will have three
to the power of three (33) demand scenarios.
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As can be seen in the objective function, the top-level model concerns about capacity costs,
holding costs and lost sales costs. The latter is an addition to the formulation done by Schneeweiss
(2003). Equations 3.2 and 3.3 correspond to the balance equations; there are two in order to identify
that demand is known for the first period that is being planned. Equation 3.4 corresponds to the
capacity constraint. Equation 3.5 is a condition to guarantee that there will be no lost sales for the next
planning horizon. We will discuss more details about these models later in this chapter, when we will
present a proposal to implement the anticipation procedure.

3.1.2. Base-level Model
Similarly than in the top-level model, for the base-level model we assume that the decision maker
(scheduler) knows with certainty the demand for the first micro-period it is being planned. For the
remaining micro-periods the scheduler only knows the demand distribution, as seen in the top-level in
Figure 3.3.
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The objective function (equation 3.7) of the low-level is to minimize the sum of holding costs,
lost sales costs and set-up costs. Unlike the top-level, the base-level has no concern for the capacity
cost; the reason is that this type of decision is to be made by higher levels of hierarchy. Furthermore,
this is a decision that needs to be taken in advance, before the actual production is planned. It is
important to note that this is a source of misalignment between the objectives of the planner and the
objectives of scheduler.
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 conform the balance equations. Equations 3.11a and 3.11b serve to define
if production is going to be taken place in each micro-period, i.e., if the binary variable CD equals 1,
then production during that period will be greater than zero (2D > 0=; otherwise, no production is
planned for the micro-period.
The coupling with the top level is done by means of equation 3.10 and 3.12. Firstly, in equations
3.10a and 3.10b ∗ is the optimal capacity obtained from the solution of the top-level model
(equations 3.1 trough 3.6). The maximum capacity for each micro-period is approximated to be equal
to the total capacity for the macro-periods divided by the number micro-periods in the macro-period
(five for our setting).
∗

Secondly,  in equation 3.12 is the instruction from the top-level where the inventory target is
defined. The solution of the top-level produces an optimal inventory for the end of the first planned
macro-period. Then, the base-level is expected to make the planning for that micro-periods of that
macro-period in such a way, that the final inventory equals the stock value given by the top-level.

3.1.3. Anticipated Base-level Model
As mentioned earlier, we have used the concept of anticipation as proposed by Schneeweiss
(2003). To that end, the decision maker at the top-level needs to use a model that imitates the model
used by the base-level decision maker. One of the reasons why the top-level model cannot solve the
exact same model is because of a less detailed information available at the time of making the
decisions. The latter refers to the fact that when the planner creates his plan, before the macro-periods
start, he has less information available about the demand to solve the base-level model. Specifically
we assume that at the top-level is only known a rough estimate of the demand (low, medium or high),
and that the actual demand can take one of three values around that estimate. However, the demand
distribution will be yet unknown for the planner. Furthermore, the planner cannot update his solutions
once a micro-period has elapsed and demand realizations are reveled.
Because of that, in the following model we will use the ‘^’ on top of the decision variables, to
represent that the information used and values are estimates, and hence different than the one used
when solving the actual base-level model.
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Some differences in relation with the actual base-level model can be highlighted. Due to the fact
that the demand of the first micro-period is unknown, the dedicated terms when G = 1 of the inventory
and lost sales variables do not appear in the objective function (equation 3.14). Also, stock balance is
written in a single constraint (equation 3.15). Additionally, the probabilities of occurrence of each
demand scenario will be less accurate since the demand distribution for each micro-period is
unknown.
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3.1.4. The anticipation process
Until here we have described the models we have used for the planning setting of the research.
Nevertheless, it is still necessary to clarify how the top-level can anticipate the base-level to adjust its
decisions. We already know that the instructions from the top-level are the production capacity and the
inventory target for the first planning macro-period. Now, in order to update the decisions at the toplevel model we use the parameter mean lot size (̅ ). This is similar to the proposition done by
Schneeweiss (2003); however, in his model other aggregated parameters (holding cost, set-up time per
set-up) are also updated because that formulation is for a multi-item problem, unlike ours where only
one product is considered. In the Figure 3.4 this is represented graphically.

Anticipation
process

Mean lot size:

Aggregate capacity
AT = <

U
1 , 1 =

Family inventory target

Figure 3.4. Anticipation process used in our formulation adapted from Schneeweiss (2003).

In the following we describe the procedure we have used to implement the anticipation process:
1. Define a set of set of possible inventory targets < = for the end of the current planning
horizon.
2. For one of the targets defined in step 1, solve the top-level model (i.e., equations 3.1. through
3.6). In this case  is taken as a parameter instead of a decision variable; the remaining
decision variables and parameters remain unchanged. To solve this model one needs to
assume an initial value for the average lot size, ̅ .
3. Solve the anticipated base-level model (i.e., equations 3.1. through 3.6) using the instructions
from the solution of the top-level model in step 2.
4. Update the mean lot-size by calculating it as follows:
∗
∑DD 2OSD
̅ = D ∗
∑D CNSD

(3.20)

∗
∗
Where 2OSD
and CNSD
are the optimal values obtained when solving the anticipated base-level model

as set in the step 3.
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5. The new parameter is plugged in the top-level model as defined in step 2; that is, the top-level
model (i.e., equations 3.1. through 3.6) with the fixed  is solved again with the updated
parameter.
6. Steps 3 through 5 are repeated until the relative change of the parameter calculated in step 4
for two consecutive iterations is less than certain threshold (We used 0.01). This implies that
the method will converge. However, it might not be always the case; thus, a maximum
number of iterations is recommended to be defined (We used 100).
7. When iterations stop, the solution obtained from the top-level model the in step 5 is stored
with the associated  . If the method did not converge in step 6, no solution exists for the
respective  ; furthermore, this target is discarded as the possible final instruction.
8. Go back to step 2, and repeat the whole procedure each time for a different  . Do this until
all the targets defined in step 1 have been used. When this has been done, go to the next step
9. Among all solutions obtained for the different  , choose the one that results in the smallest
cost for the top-level model. The respective instructions are the ones given to the base-level
decision maker.
As a clarification, this procedure needs to be implemented before each planning period of the
planner starts. More considerations regarding this matter will be discussed during the experimental
design section.

3.2. Experimental Design

In this section the experimental setting used for this investigation is described. The decisions
regarding the experimental design were driven by the hypothesis stated in Section 2. Also, the
experimental design is aligned with the planning setting described in section 3.1.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study in the literature that has studied the decision
making process in HPP context. For that reason, we have decide to design a laboratory experiment;
this allows us to attempt having under control the variables involved in this decision making process.
Making tests in real environments was also a possibility, but considering all the variables present in a
real environment could have been an extensive task, out of the scope of this project.

3.2.1. General Experiment Design
The general principle of the experiment is bringing participants to ‘play’ the role of a scheduler.
Each participant decides on the lot sizes for certain number of micro-periods of a given planning
horizon. He is asked to minimize the cost of their production plan, while being constrained by a
production capacity given by a planner. At the same time, the planner suggests to the participant
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inventory targets to be reached at the end of the macro-periods. The planner is a fictitious character
whose instructions in terms of capacity and inventory target are estimated by us.
To test the stated hypotheses, a 2x2 experimental design was used. This means that two factors
were manipulated to carry out the experiment, and four (4) conditions needed to be tested. The first
factor is about the way the inventory target is presented to the scheduler. That is, the inventory target
can be given either as an inventory to be reached at the end of the macro-period, or as an equivalent
average inventory for the whole macro-period. The detailed procedure employed to estimate these
instructions is explained later in this section.
The second factor to be manipulated is the level of trust the scheduler has towards his planner.
The “lower trust” condition corresponds to the case when the instructions are calculated by the
planner using limited information, as it was detailed in the anticipation procedure in section 3.1. In
addition, there is a mismatch in the objective function the scheduler is facing in relation to the one is
faced by the planner. Specifically, the scheduler is not concern about the capacity costs, while this is
one of the components of the total cost the planner attempts to minimize.
To create the “higher trust” condition, the inventory target instructions given by the planner were
calculated as if he had solved the same base-level model than the scheduler faces. However, since the
instructions are needed to be given at the beginning of each macro-period, the planner cannot update
his decisions once the demand realizations are revealed. Conversely, the scheduler solves his planning
problem in a rolling horizon fashion.
Originally the idea to create the “higher trust” condition was to increase the quality of information
used by the planner when implementing the anticipation procedure. However, our initial computations
showed no noticeable difference between the instructions that we would have given to the participants.
Hence, we had a higher risk of not having a manipulation strong enough to test our hypothesis.
Although the employed mechanism used to force the higher level of trust can be considered rather
artificial, our goal is not to investigate the ways to enhance trust. On the other hand, we aimed to
induce a clear and strong distinction between two trust levels, independently from the way used to
achieve it. Nevertheless, the manipulation could not be extremely artificial (i.e., the planner knows the
demand realizations in advance), such that there would have been not possible to tell a believable story
to the participants (playing as schedulers) about the source of the instructions.
In addition to the four conditions above described, a control condition has been created. In this
control condition, the participant receives no instruction regarding the inventory target. He is asked to
minimize costs with the only constraint of the capacity production. A graphical summary of the
experimental design is showed in Figure 3.5.
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Lower trust t. Higher trust t.
planner
planner
Target given as
end inventory

+
Target given as
average inventory

Control condition: No
inventory target is
given

Figure 3.5. Experimental design proposed to test the hypotheses

The experiment was conducted using a computer interface. Computer interfaces are convenient
and effective to collect data, although their implementation may require a significant amount of work
(Katok, 2011). Due to that we have has chosen a platform called z-Tree (Zurich Toolbox for
Readymade Economic Experiments) to program such interface. This is a freely available software for
academic purposes used for implementing laboratory experiments. After each experiment was
conducted, Z-tree generates an Excel file were all decisions are recorded.
The interface was built to contain the complete experiment, so that the interaction between
experimenter and participant was very little. With this consideration we expected to reduce irrelevant
noise in the data. A complete experimental session for each participant is composed by a practice
round and two sub-sequent ‘real’ rounds. The data to be used in the analysis correspond to the lot
sizing decisions from the two real rounds. The practice round is intended to make the participant
confident about the use of the tool and his task. With this we expect a reduction in the noise of the data
gathered from the two real rounds. A small sample of the code used in Z-tree is shown in Appendix E.
Each round is composed by a complete planning horizon as described in Section 3.1. That is, four
macro-periods at the top-level composed by five micro-periods at the base-level. This means that for
each round a participant has to make twenty decisions, and in total for a session, a participant makes
sixty decisions. The experiment has been thought to last 30 minutes approximately, although
participants are not constrained about the time to complete it.
The participants for the experiment are master students, bachelor students, PhD candidates and
practitioners; the requirement is to have basic knowledge in probability so that they can understand the
instructions in relation with the information available. In order to attract people to participate a
payment between 4 and 10 Euros was offered. Subjects are told (through the interface) that they will
be paid according to their performance in order to motivate them to perform to the best of their
abilities (Katok, 2011).
The criterion used to calculate the payment is a benchmark of the total costs obtained in each of
the real rounds; the benchmark calculation is explained later in this section. However, the payment
criterion is not told to the participant before the experiments to avoid them to focus only on achieving
the least possible costs, by disregarding all the other instructions provided. During the actual runs of
the experiments, we used the first subject’s results to interpolate the function of payment such that
most participants would obtain around 7€.
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On the other hand, we planned to have 30 participants per condition; that is, 150 subjects were
needed in total to test all five conditions. However, during the experiment’s booking stage we realized
we were not going to be able to find this number of participants. We aimed then to use 120
participants and only to test four conditions. We decided not to test the higher trust/average target
condition. One reason was that we thought that the low trust conditions could leave more room for
different types of decision among the participants; also we left in the condition with the target as an
end value because it corresponds to the original setting. Furthermore, the control condition was
completely necessary to test our second hypothesis. In sum, by leaving out the condition we chose, we
still could test, at least partially, all our hypotheses. In the end, we used 121 subjects, although two of
them were disregarded due to problems in the output file of the software. Participants were assigned
randomly to a single condition; naturally they were not told about the different conditions.
The last interaction of the participant with the interface is a short questionnaire, just after finishing
the third and final round. Age, current position and previous experience with lot sizing are asked. Also
a couple of questions used as manipulations checks are used; these are related with the level of trust
perceived by the participant towards the planner. These questions allow for partially checking our
hypothesis, independently if the subject was in any of the lower or higher trust conditions. The two
trust-related questions were the following:
Q1. “When making your decisions, how much did you trust in the quality of the instructions given
by the planner?”
Q2. “When making your decisions, how much did you think your objectives were aligned with the
objectives of the planner?
Participants were faced with these questions and a Likert-type scale between 1 and 5; 1
represented a “very much” answer and 5 a “very little answer”. In Appendix C a screenshot of the
questionnaire is shown.

3.2.2. Computation of the Instructions
The way instructions are estimated is important because it is partly the medium used to carry out
the manipulations. One of the first steps is to define the cost and time parameters that are needed to
solve the models presented in section 3.1. These parameters are constant for the complete
experimental session.
In relation to the demand, different tasks were done before the instructions could have been
estimated. These tasks are summarized in the following:
•

The aggregate demand distribution used in the top-level was defined. In terms of the Figure 3.3,
the low, medium and high aggregate demand, and their respective probabilities P(L), P(M) and
P(H), were specified.

•

Two equally probable detailed demand distributions were specified; the associated probabilities
are equal for all aggregate demand branches. This can be understood with Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Detailed demand distribution used in our formulation.

•

The demand realizations were generated randomly using the demand distributions previously
defined.
For the ‘lower trust’ conditions:

•

The possible aggregate demand scenarios (and their respective probabilities) for the top-level
model were generated. Since we are implementing a rolling horizon plan, the computation of the
aggregate demand scenarios was done for the four decision points (4 macro-periods) of the
planner. It was assumed that the demand for the first macro-period to be planned is known with
certainty.

•

The possible detailed demand scenarios (and their respective probabilities) for the base-level
were generated. Since this information is to be used by the planner, this was done only once per
macro-period. It was assumed that for the five micro-periods in each macro-period, the
information known about the detailed demand is exactly as shown in Figure 3.6.

•

The anticipation process describe in section 3.1 was implemented. To solve independently each of
MILP models we have used the software GUSEK. This provides an open source LP/MILP linked
to the GLPK standalone solver. To implement the iterative procedure, we have use MATLAB; in
each iteration MATLAB calls GUSEK to solve the top-level model, generate a new set of
instructions, then solve the anticipate base-level model, and finally update the coupling parameter
‘mean lot size’. In Appendix D, the Matlab code used in this stage is transcribed.

•

The instructions for the first macro-period are unique. However, during the experiment
participants will end the macro-periods (planning trimesters) with different stocks (i.e., they did
not necessarily produce to reach to an inventory that levels the target). For that reason, the
instructions for macro-periods after the first one <" ≥ 2= were calculated for different possible
initial inventories. Since this multiplies the number of times the anticipation procedure needs to
be done, this was also automated using MATLAB.

•

The resulting instructions for each macro-period are capacity and final inventory. To create the
instruction in the condition where the target inventory is presented as an average value, the latter
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was calculated by adding the initial inventory with the final inventory target, and then dividing by
two.

For the ‘higher trust’ conditions:
•

The capacity instructions are the same than for the lower trust conditions.

•

In order to estimate the inventory targets and increase the usefulness of following the targets from
the scheduler perspective, the planner solved a model similar to the one that would be solved by
the base-level, but in addition, the planner considers a sixth period (first micro-period of the next
macro-period). The only difference when comparing with the base-level model is that constrain
(3.12) no longer holds; in fact, the resulting 2D becomes the inventory target.

•

For the first five micro-periods of the current macro-period, it is assumed that the planner knows
the demand of the first one, and that he knows the demand distribution of the remaining four. For
the sixth micro-period the planner assumes a rough demand distribution corresponding to the toplevel distribution as shown in Figure 3.3.

•

No iterative procedure was used for these conditions. Nevertheless, before actually solving the
models, it was necessary to generate all possible demand scenarios.

•

Like in the other conditions, these calculations were done for different initial inventories, after the
first macro-period has occurred.

•

The average condition is generated in the same manner that it was done for the lower trust
condition.

All the steps described in this sub-section were performed for the three different rounds that
conform a full experiment.

3.2.3. The Interface and the Manipulations
In a general manner, the computer interface is divided into two parts. The first part is the
instructions. Here, a ‘story’ was developed to create a realistic context for the participants. Also during
this stage, participants are introduced to their role of schedulers. This means that the concepts of
holding, set-up and lost sales costs are explained; furthermore, the trade-off between those is explicitly
shown. Additionally, the interaction with the planner is simulated by showing the picture of a
recognized professor of the department, who plays the role of the planner. This planner “interacts”
with his scheduler by providing him various pieces of advice and explaining what is expected from
him.
Although no decisions are made by the participants during this part of the experiment, the
different conditions are clearly defined at this stage. This is achieved by stating clearly the different
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information available for both planner and scheduler (trust), and the different ways to set the inventory
target instruction. An example of this clear differentiation is presenting in the following:
“A final inventory target to be reached at the end of each planning trimester is given to help
you make production decisions”
Vs.
“An average inventory target for the whole planning trimester is given to help you make
production decisions”
To emphasize important text among the story, bold and color fonts were used. Moreover, to make
the explanation more clear, especially with the available demand information, different figures are
inserted during the instruction reading. For instance, in Figure 3.7 is presented the graph that is shown
to the participants who are in the lower trust condition. Finally, just before starting the actual game, a
screenshot with messages is shown to explain the use of the tool used to create the production plan.
The complete horizon has 4
planning trimesters

Trimester 2

Trimester 1

Trimester 3

Trimester 4

Each trimesters is composed
by 5 planning periods
Period 1 (period 2-1)

Period 2 (period 2-2)

Period 3 (period 2-3)

Period 4 (period 2-4)

500

500

500

500

0.6
0.3
0.5

0.5

600

0.1

0.1
0.3

0.6
0.3
0.5

0.6
0.3

600
0.5

0.1

0.6
0.3

600
0.5

0.1

0.5

700

700

700

500

500

500

500

600

0.6

0.1
0.3

0.5
600

0.1
0.3

0.6
700

0.5
600

0.6
700

0.1
0.3

500
0.6
0.3

600

0.1

700
0.5

Period 5 (period 2-5)

700
500
0.5

600

0.6
700

600

0.1

0.1
0.3

600

0.6
700

700

“This is the information that as a Planner, I know when making decisions about targets for each
trimester. Note that I don’t know with certainty the demand distribution in each planning period”
Figure 3.7. Graph shown in the computer interface to the participants in the lower trust conditions, in the stage of
explanation of the game.

The second part of the interface is the actual tool participants use to “play” and to decide on the
lot sizes every micro-period. A screenshot of the tool is shown in Appendix A. The interfaceSome of
the information displayed in the interface screen is fixed along the whole experiment, i.e., the unitary
holding cost, the set-up cost and the unitary lost-sales cost. At the same time, some of the information
is constant for the current macro-period, i.e, the period being planned, the inventory target (either
average or final), the production capacity and the demand distribution for the current macro-period.
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The information of each micro-period for the current macro-period can be visualized at all times.
Every time a micro-period is to be planned the demand realization is shown and fixed for the
remaining. Also the initial inventory is shown. With all this information, the participant has to
introduce a production quantity for the current micro-period. To facilitate the calculation during the
game, a button named ‘calculate’ can be used to see the consequences of each decision In terms of
inventory, lost sales, holding costs, lost sales costs, set-up costs, and total costs for the micro-period.
Only when the participant pushes the button ‘confirm lot-size and continue’, the decision for that
micro-period is definitive, and the participant is moved one micro-period further in time.
Finally, a dynamic plot in the right size of the screen allows the participant to visualize his current
stock level. Depending on the condition, the participant may see in the Cartesian plane either an
horizontal line showing the average target inventory; or a solid dot at the end of the fifth micro-period
representing the final inventory target.

3.2.4. Benchmark Computation
At the end of each of the three rounds, the participants receive a feedback consisting in the
comparison of their costs versus the costs obtained by a solution computed with the computer (the
benchmark). To obtain this solution, we simulated the computer playing the role of the scheduler. This
means that the computer solved the base-level model each time that a lot-sizing decision was needed
to be made; that is twenty times per round, under a rolling horizon approach. The actual lot-size
decision corresponds to a resulting production level of the (relative) first micro-period of the horizon
being solved.
Unlike humans, the inventory targets are taken as hard constraints for the computer. This causes
that it is likely that subjects obtain total costs lower than the computer, in particular for those in the
lower trust conditions. Furthermore, since the computer does not know the demand realizations,
stochasticity may also cause participants to obtain lower total costs. Also, in spite that the inventory
target is a constraint, it was not always the case that the computer reached the inventory targets; this is
another consequence of stochasticity.
Since lower trust and higher trust conditions used different procedures to obtain the inventory
targets, two different solutions were computed. On the other hand, the benchmark solutions at the
same level of trust are equal no matter the condition regarding the way the target is given, i.e., as an
end value or as an average value. Naturally, the benchmark solutions were computed for each of three
rounds that composed the experiment.
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4. Results

In section 2, we elaborated on the research questions and hypotheses to be investigated. These
hypotheses have provided the guidance for the data analysis we have conducted; the results of these
analysis are shown in this section.
The input variables used in our study were obtained from the experiments described in the
previous section. For each participant, the software generated an excel file where all the decisions
made by the participants were recorded. From these files we extracted the lot-sizes; two rounds were
conducted, with 20 lot-size decisions in each round. These forty values are one of the basic input for
our analyses. Other variables gathered directly from the experiments correspond to the two trust
questions formulated to the participants. The latter is particularly important for the hypothesis 1.
In addition to these information, which was obtained directly from the decisions and information
provided by the participants, other variables can be computed. For instance, we can calculate the
deviation from the inventory targets at the end of each macro-period, as well as the number of times
the participants kept inventory for future periods. These variables will be discussed later, jointly with
the respective tests that were conducted during the study.
In the remaining of this section we will discuss separately the analysis conducted to test each of
the hypotheses. Also, we will discuss the variables used to carry out these tests, the procedure, as well
as any underlying assumptions.
As a general remark, the data collected from the experiments and subsequently organized in
Microsoft Excel were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19; the tables shown correspond to images
taken from the output file produced by this software. Also, we will use table 4.1. to simplify the
writing by using the abbreviation word in some parts of the text, where the context has been already
provided. This abbreviation word is the same that has been used in SPSS to refer to the different
conditions.
Condition

Abbreviation

Higher level trust and inventory target provided as an end value.

“HighEnd”

Higher level trust and inventory target provided as an average
value.

N/A (This condition
was not tested)

Lower level trust and inventory target provided as an end value.

“LowEnd”

Lower level trust and inventory target provided as an average
value.

“LowAvrg”

Control condition: No inventory target was given.

“control”

Table 4-1. Abbreviations for the different conditions used in the document
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As a general reference before starting with our discussion, in the Table 4.2, we have summarized
the basic descriptive statistics for the data gathered in the experiments. This table shows each of the
conditions tested and the main variables that were used during the analysis stage.

Trust_1 (instructions)

VARIABLE

Trust_1 (objective)
FinalInvZero
interInvZero
P_deviation

Mean
Std dev
Mean
Std dev
Mean
Std dev
Mean
Std dev
Mean
Std dev

HighEnd
2.103
0.939
2.517
1.122
1.759
1.405
18.000
6.541
0.348
0.281

CONDITION
LowEnd
LowAvrg
2.833
2.900
1.416
1.322
2.967
3.367
1.189
1.402
2.276
2.767
1.645
2.417
14.567
15.133
9.164
9.213
0.528
0.784
0.330
0.194

Control
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
4.533
2.145
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Table 4-2.Descriptive statistics for each condition for the main variables used during this analysis.

4.1. Effect of trust

When stating our first hypothesis we aimed to discover whether production decisions taken by
schedulers could be influenced by the trust they experience towards their planners and their
instructions. Particularly we investigated the case when the planner gives to the scheduler an
inventory target for the planning periods of the scheduler. We hypothesized that the higher is the level
of trust, the closer to the target is the inventory kept by scheduler.
Accordingly to the previous, we designed an experiment where we manipulated the level of trust
that the participant would have towards the planner. In order to check this manipulation, two
questions were asked to the participants about how much trust they had in regard to the objectives and
instructions given by the planner. In sum, both question were intended to measure the trust of towards
the planner. However, before using these scores to arrive to conclusions, we want to know what is the
relation between both questions, and whether they can both serve as measure for the same variable.
Then, we first tested the linear relation between variables by means of a correlation test; the result
for this is shown in Figure B1. With a correlation 0.536 we can infer that there is significant positive
relation between measures. However this does not tell us whether both questions might be measuring
the same variable. To do that, the Cronbach’s alpha was calculated and the result is shown in Figure
4.1. Cronbach’s alpha for the trust questions formulated in the experiment.. The resulting 0.698 value
is just below the 0.7 which is the generally accepted value (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010).
Then we concluded that there is an indication that both questions are consistent for measuring the
same variable, that is trust. However, since the resulting alpha is not clearly strong (> 0.7), we
preferred being careful with the upcoming tests and their respective conclusions. Therefore, in the
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following, instead of unifying both measures into one, we will present independent tests using both
measures wherever trust variable is used.

Figure 4.1. Cronbach’s alpha for the trust questions formulated in the experiment. Trust_1 associated with trust towards
quality of instructions. Trust_2, associated towards the alignment of objectives.

We tested the effect of our trust manipulation by comparing the higher trust condition with the
lower trust conditions; we used an ANOVA test with contrasts for each of the trust measures, and
results are shown in Appendix B (See Figures B2 and B3). For the first trust question, the higher trust
condition (mean trust_1=2.10) differed significantly from the lower trust conditions (P=0.003). At the
same time, no significant difference was found between the lower trust conditions (P=0.811); that is,
the LowAvrg and the LowEnd conditions reported the same level of trust, based on the first question.
Based on the second trust question, we also found significant difference between the higher trust
condition (mean trust_2=2.52) and the and the Lower trust conditions (P=0.009). Similarly, the
comparison between the LowAvrg and the LowEnd showed no significant difference (P=0.153) in
their level of reported trust. These tests allow us to conclude that the our manipulation effectively
produced a higher level of trust of the participants in the higher trust conditions than those in the
lower trust conditions; this allowed to test the effect of trust on the decisions made by schedulers in
order to test our hypothesis 1.
We tested our first hypothesis using a dependent variable we have called relative deviation from
target (VWXYZY[\ ). This measures the percentage that the final inventories at the end of the macroperiods (planning horizon for the scheduler) are deviated from the respective targets. It is important to
recall that the targets were set in a dynamic way, thus targets were different for different participants;
for this reason we chose to use a relative measure instead of an absolute one. Also, each round of the
experiments was composed by four macro-periods; since participants knew that after the fourth one
there was no consequence (positive or negative) for their performance from following the instruction,
it is likely that they deliberately did not follow the target, because leaving zero stock at that point was
certainly the least costly decision they could have taken. For this reason, in the calculation of the
VWXYZY[\ only the first three macro-periods were considered; consequently, in total six deviations
were used from the experiments.
The relative deviation from target (P_deviation) is therefore calculated as follows:
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VWXYZY[\ =

∑^Y|< 84 "'(2 ")(@4"=Y − <3)('14( '′* & )>
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Where i corresponds to each of 6 macro-periods that were used, i.e., the first 3 macro-periods of
each of the 2 rounds.
Stock level of the scheduler
Inventory targets set buy the planner
Inventory target set buy the planner for the last macroperiod of a session

Stock
level

t3

t1
d1

t4

d3

d2
t2

Macro-periods
Micro-periods

1
1

2

3

4

5

d4

2
1

2

3

4

5

3
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

4
5

Figure 4.2. Representation of one session of the experiment where deviation from target used to test hypothesis 1 is
depicted.

We use now Figure 4.2. to clarify the variable P_deviation and what we tested in hypothesis 1;
also it will serve as a reference for the other tests of the other hypotheses. In this figure, we have
represented a single experimental session. During a single session, planning four macro-periods
composed by five micro-periods was the task for the participant. Each planning horizon of the
scheduler is represented by a single macro-period, and there is a target for each one of these; in this
picture we have represented the target as an end value, but this could have been given as an average
equivalent. Each of the “d’s” represents the absolute deviation from target in macro-period; that is,
the absolute difference between the target and the inventory left by the scheduler at the end of that
planning horizon. The variable P_deviation is the sum of the first three d’s (d1+d2+d3 for both
sessions) of each session of the two real sessions, divided by sum of the respective targets (t1+t2+t3
for both sessions). In these terms, what we tried to prove in hypothesis 1 is that P_deviation for higher
trust conditions is smaller than P_deviation for lower trust conditions.
Before running the actual tests for hypothesis 1, the data were analyzed to identify both univariate
and multivariate outliers. For the former ones we converted the scores into standard scores and search
for large values, i.e., values larger than ±2.5. For the identification of the multivariate outliers, the
probability associated with the Mahalanobis a  distance was computed. In this case, no outliers were
identified using this method, hence the entire set of cases was used. This procedure to identify outliers
was used along the study before performing the tests. Only in the case where an outlier is found this
will be explicitly commented; otherwise, no mention about it will be done.
We compared the P_deviation for the HighEnd condition versus the LowEnd condition. The
correspondent t-test is shown in Figure B4 (Appendix B). The results show that at the 0.05
significance level, decisions of participants in the HighEnd condition resulted in smaller deviations
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from the inventory targets (0.35), than for those in LowEnd condition (0.53). Since we have no
information about the condition of the higher trust condition using an average inventory target, we
cannot test the LowAvrg in terms of deviation from the target.
These results provide evidence to suggest that, those schedulers who have higher levels of trust
towards the instructions and objectives of their planners will produce productions plans such that, the
inventories kept at the end of the planning horizons are closer to the targets given by the planner, than
for those schedulers with significant lower levels of trust towards the planner. This is concluded based
on the comparison of the two conditions when the target was provided as an end value. Hence, we
cannot conclude that this will occur when the target is provided as an average value.
On the other hand and complementary to the previous tests, we investigated if we can also
observe the effect of trust within the different conditions. To that end, each condition was split into
two groups based on its trust median. Since we have two measures for trust, two t-tests were
conducted for each of the three conditions. At the 0.05 level, we only found a significant difference
for the LowEnd condition (see Figures B5 and B6). In other words, in this condition the participants
that reported a higher level of trust (trust score smaller than the median of the condition) had a
significant smaller deviation from the targets, than the participants who reported scores above the
median. On the other hand, no significant difference for the LowAvrg and HighEnd conditions was
found.
In conclusion, we found partial evidence to support our hypothesis 1 (H1) as stated in Section 2.
This is, there is evidence that schedulers who experience a higher level of trust towards the
instructions and objectives given by the planner are more inclined to follow the target instructions,
than those who report lower levels of trust. However, we only gathered evidence to support this when
the instruction is presented to the scheduler as a end value of the planning horizon. Therefore, our
results suggest that in the case when the setting to the schedulers is presented as an end value, an
increased level of trust towards the instructions and alignment of objectives of the planner, may lead
the scheduler to follow more the inventory target instruction, than in situations in which these trust
levels are lower.
Also we found that even within the condition where the trust level was low and the target was
given as an end value, those schedulers who reported the higher trust towards the planner produced
production plans with end of horizon inventories that were significantly closer to the targets, than the
schedulers who reported lower trust. The latter finding provides a further indication that trust towards
the planner, at least in terms of his instructions and objectives, represents a factor that can influence
the decisions made by schedulers. As a final remark, we found that both measures for trust produced
the same results, i.e., we did not find a test where the two scores used to measure trust had resulted in
different conclusions.
While performing the analysis stage, we arrived to a finding that was not part of any of the
hypotheses. We conducted a t-test for P_deviation between the LowAvrg and the LowEnd conditions
(See Figure B9 in Appendix B). The test shows that the means for the P_deviation variable between
LowEnd condition (mean=0.5284) and the LowAvrg condition (mean=0.7843) are significantly
different (t= -3.664; P=0.001). However, since we had already made a t-test using the LowEnd
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condition data, we run an additional ANOVA with contrasts, in order to be statistically more rigorous;
the respective output is shown in Figure B10. The results of this test showed further support to the
finding (contrast 2; t=-3.617; P=0.001).
These results suggest that, when the level of trust of the schedulers towards the planner in terms
of quality of the instructions and alignment of objectives are low, providing the inventory target as an
end value resulted in productions plans where the inventories at the of the macro-periods were closer
to the targets, than those plans of the participants where the target was given as an average value.
Although we had not developed any specific theory in this matter, in the hypothesis 3 we also
intended to compare the conditions with targets provided as an end value versus the ones given as an
average value, but using a different variable and therefore, testing a different effect. Nevertheless,
based on that theory, we argued that the average representation of the target would help the scheduler
to anticipate more problems due to stochasticity, than the end value representation. Based on that line
of thought, our intuition would result in expecting the opposite result. Possible reasons for this could
be that the number of periods that compose a planning horizon (5 micro-periods) is too small, so that
the possible influence of the average representation has not the expected effect.

4.2. The Inter-temporal Effect

The second hypothesis stated in this thesis aims to investigate within hierarchical production
planning environments, whether the immediate gratification of minimizing the costs “now” may lead
the schedulers to keep zero inventory at the end of their planning horizons. This decision could bring
consequences in the next planning periods, for instance, if a high demand occur and the production
capacity is not enough to cope with it; if lost sales are “important” in relation to the overall costs, this
would generate a negative impact in the total costs on the long run. This might be important in
environments where the information about the future is incomplete and uncertain, such as in our
experimental setting.
In relation to the previous, we hypothesized that the lack of an inventory target could influence
the decision process of the scheduler, such that he will be more prone to keep zero stock at the end of
the macro-periods. Consequently, we need to consider the situation when the planner provides no
inventory target to his scheduler; however, in this case the planner can still determine the production
capacity. This situation corresponds to the control condition. In the remaining conditions of the
experiment an inventory target was provided; therefore we proposed a comparison between the
control condition and each of the three other conditions.
In order to test our hypothesis 2, we computed a new variable by counting the number of macroperiods when each participant left zero inventory at the end of it (called FinalInvZero). Similarly to
the measure of deviation used for testing hypothesis 1, we only considered the first three planning
periods of each of the two rounds. In other words, this variable is measuring the tendency of the
schedulers to leave no inventory at the end of the macro-periods, regardless the lack of information
about the demand in the upcoming planning horizon.
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We conducted an ANOVA with contrasts to compare the control condition with the other three
conditions (see Appendix B, Figure B7). We found that the mean of the FinalInvZero for the four
conditions is different at the 0.05 level (F=11.542, df=3, P=0.000). Furthermore, the contrast tests
showed that FinalInvZero variable in the control condition (mean=4.53) is significantly lower than for
the remaining conditions (contrast 1, t=-5.551, df=115, P=0.000). Also, no significant difference at
the 0.05 level was found among the other three conditions (contrast 2, P=0.095; contrast 3, P=0.291).
Consequently, we found evidence to support hypothesis 1. That is, the results show that, when
schedulers receive the inventory target as a instruction, they are more inclined to keep at least
inventory at the end of the their planning horizon, regardless the way the target in presented and the
trust level they have towards the planner. In other words, when schedulers get no inventory target,
they are more prone to carry zero inventory to the next planning period, than if they were given a
target. It is important to clarify, that this conclusion is based in a situation where the uncertainty about
the demand of the upcoming horizons is very high; in our case, schedulers only knew the possible
rough aggregate demands, without any knowledge about the demand distribution.
We also found no evidence to argue that participants of any of the conditions where a target is
provided, are more inclined to keep zero inventory than any of the other conditions. That is, our
results suggest that regardless the way the target is provided or the level of trust, participants do not
show a significant difference in their tendency to keep inventories larger than zero from one macroperiod (planning horizon) to the next. Nevertheless, it is important to recall that we did not test one
condition (HighAvrg), hence, we cannot conclude that for all combinations of trust and target this
conclusion holds.

4.3. Alternative presentation of the target

One of the elements we have discussed in the hierarchical production setting is the target
instruction provided by the planner to the scheduler. In our third hypothesis, we want to evaluate if the
way this instruction is given may influence the decisions made by the scheduler. Specifically, we want
to investigate whether presenting this target as an average value may lead the schedulers to deviate
more from a demand-chase strategy, than schedulers who are faced with an equivalent end value.
Then, in order to test this hypothesis, we have considered the intermediate periods of each
planning horizon, where we can assess if participants of the experiment have a tendency to produce
exactly the quantity necessary to supply the demand of the current period (chase-demand strategy). Or
if on the other hand, subjects are more inclined to keep some inventory for the next planning period. It
is important to clarify that we are not considering the final period of the planning horizon (i.e., last
micro-period of the macro-period). The reason for not including this is that the last period of the
macro-period is different than the intermediate ones; i.e., while in the intermediate periods the
scheduler knew the demand distribution of the upcoming micro-period, in the last one, the scheduler
had almost no knowledge about the demand of the next planning horizon. Moreover, the decision
regarding to keep inventory in the last micro-period was investigated by means of the hypothesis 2.
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Based on the previous analysis, we computed the new variable that counts the number of
inventories that were equal to zero at the intermediate periods; the variable was called interInvZero.
We tested this variable between the LowAvrg (mean=15.133) and LowEnd (mean=14.567) conditions;
results are presented in the Appendix B, Figure B8. The figure shows that there is no evidence that
significant difference exists between both conditions at the 0.05 level (t=0.239; P=0.812).
Based on this result, we can argue that no evidence was found to affirm that the number times
that participants left zero inventory in the intermediate periods of a macro-period is different for the
LowAvrg and the LowEnd conditions. In other words, when the trust of the scheduler towards the
instruction and objectives of the planner is low, no evidence was gathered to support the hypothesis
that presenting the inventory target as an average , instead than as an end value for the macro-period,
would cause the scheduler to deviate for the chase-demand strategy
Likewise in the first hypothesis, the absence of data in the HighAvrg condition did not allow for a
full test for the effect of presenting the inventory target as an average. Hence, we cannot fully reject
the hypothesis 3; that is, we cannot ignore the possibility that the interaction between a high trust
condition and a target given as an average may lead to a significant difference with the LowAvrg
condition.

4.4. Summary of the findings

To conclude this section, in the following table we summarized the hypothesis we have tested,
and whether we found support, partial support or no support at all, for them.

Hypothesis

Findings
Variable: P_deviation

Partial support. Comparison between LowEnd
H1. In HPP settings, schedulers with higher
and HighEnd; Also significant effect within
levels of trust on their planners will produce
LowEnd condition.
plans that result in inventories that are closer to
the targets, than schedulers who trust less.
Conclusion limited due to lack of data for
HighAvrg. No effect found within HighEnd and
LowAvrg conditions.
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Hypothesis

Findings

Variable: FinalInvZero
H2. In HPP settings, schedulers are less
likely to keep inventory at the end of a planning Supported. Significant difference between the
horizon when they are not told to reach any control condition and remaining conditions.
inventory target, than when they are given a
No significant difference between any of
reference inventory target.
conditions where target was given.
Variable: interInvZero
H3. In HPP settings, schedulers will use
more a chase-demand strategy when the No Support. No evidence of difference between
inventory target is presented as an end value, LowEnd and LowAvrg conditions.
than when it is presented as an equivalent average
Conclusion limited due to lack of data for
value.
HighAvrg
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5. Limitations

During the development of this project we identified some factors that prevented us to deliver
additional insights about the decision making process within hierarchical production planning (HPP)
environments. This section is dedicated to explore those elements. This is an important contribution
because it can provide guidance for future research. For instance, trough the recognition of the actual
scope of our findings we are helping to set the starting point for new studies. Also, ideas that emerge
in the way that we did not implement are discussed; some of them become visible only where one is
deeply involved in the research.
The first limitation is connected with the implications of our results; although this was expressed
while developing our research questions, we consider it is important to accentuate this for the reader.
One of the elements commonly used in HPP systems are the inventory targets. One of our goals in this
research was to evaluate how these targets may influence the decision making of the lower levels of
the hierarchy; however, we never intended to encounter insights about the benefits of setting targets
for the system.
In other words, by no means our results are sufficient to argue whether setting inventory targets
is beneficial for the overall performance of manufacturing systems that use the HPP approach.
Nevertheless, for environments where this setting is used, our investigation can provide insights that
may help users to find ways to enhance the functioning of such a system.
On the other hand, the simplicity of the setting of our experiment is one of the limitations. The
simplicity has two main sources namely, having used a single-item family and the rather simple
stochastic demand structure. Regarding the former one, scheduling for a multi-item family would
have increased the complexity of the task; this may have led the subjects to focus less on the time
perspective (aggregation of time), which could be a source for different decisions about the inventory
to be kept at the end of the planning periods.
On the other hand, it may be that the limited-discrete character of the demand distribution caused
the subjects to believe more in their own decisions while omitting in occasions the instructions given
by the planner. This is associated with the bounded rationality we discussed in Section 2. In addition,
the demand distributions in practice are never known with certainty (Bolton & Katok, 2008).
Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate if schedulers would consider more strongly the
instructions given by the planner in an environment where the demand distribution is more complex
or where there is less certainty.
Another element we thought that could be interesting to be studied, serving as a complement to
our research, is linked with trust. This was one of the main topics discussed in our investigation. In
our experiments we used some elements (e.g., better information used by the planner, clear statement
about the alignment of objectives) to manipulate trust. Though, we were not concern about what were
the mechanisms that may have caused a different level of trust. In practice, the latter is important if
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one is interested in enhancing the trust that different levels of hierarchy experiments towards the
others.
However, the literature review on trust resulted in few works where trust is studied in operations
management, and less in production planning. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no
investigation is able to provide a framework to study trust in operational settings similar to HPP. For
instance, it might the case that trust is a combination of beliefs (Castelfranchi & Falcone, 1998) or a
combinations of different interpersonal factors (Politis, 2003), like it has been suggested in other
research fields. Therefore, we believe that it would be of great usefulness for this research field, to
conduct a study where trust can be studied in deep in production planning settings, in order to identify
the dimensions that conform the variable.
Other idea that raised while doing the experiments is related with learning effects. Although we
designed our experiment having first a training round, based on conversations with some of the
participants, we realized that some learning process could have occur between the two “real” rounds.
Actually, we discussed some ideas about how to test this with the information gathered; however,
given the limitations of time for this thesis, this was not implemented.
To conclude this section two final points that prevented us to offer better results are discussed.
Firstly, we designed an experiment where five conditions were expected to be tested and 150
participants were needed. However, we had to limit the number to 120, hence, we could not test the
higher trust condition with a inventory target given as an average value. A full experiment would have
provided stronger support to some of the findings of the thesis.
Finally, we believe that we could have better information about the tendency of participants
towards a demand-chase strategy while planning, if we would have used different values for the
unitary costs. Specifically, a higher setup cost would have made more critical the decision of keeping
inventory for the future planning periods of a given macro-period. With the current information we
have an idea about how much people tend to keep zero inventory; however, there might cases when
this is actually the best thing to do. With a more extreme setting in this aspect, we could have
identified specific decisions points where keeping inventory was the right choice, and moreover, we
could have assess the behavior of the participant based on these pre-identified points.
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6. Conclusions

This last section summarizes the findings regarding the research questions that were established
in Section 2. We will go through each research question by analyzing the results of the hypothesis
used to investigate the question, and the possible implications
The first motivation of our thesis was to investigate within the hierarchical production planning
(HPP) approach, how do schedulers integrate the information received from his planner with the
information received from the market. In our experimental design, the former one corresponds to the
inventory target, while the latter relates to the demand. We argued that trust is one of the factors that
could have influence on this process. We hypothesized (H1) that schedulers who a have higher level
of trust towards the planner would produce production plans with inventories closer to the target, than
schedulers experimenting a lower level of trust.
Our results provide partial support for this hypothesis. That is, some of the evidence suggests that
those schedulers who have higher levels of trust towards the instructions and the objectives of the
planner, will make decisions such that the inventories kept for the upcoming planning horizons are
closer to the targets they have received from the planners. However, the information gathered was not
sufficient to fully test this hypothesis; specifically, we have no data to prove that the difference of
deviation due to different level of trusts occur when the target to the scheduler is given as an average
value.
Despite this limitation some insights can be obtained. Results of our research suggest that
schedulers, who represent the lower level of the hierarchy in a HPP environment, use the information
from the higher level (planner) and from the market (demand) to make his production decisions; that
is, schedulers use both pieces of information to produce a production plan for his planning horizon.
Moreover, we found that, at least in certain conditions, a factor like trust can effectively affect how
much the instruction given by the planner is integrated into the decision process. To be more specific,
an increased level of trust from the scheduler to the planner may lead to the former to follow more
closely the instructions received.
This finding could have some implications. In practice, where the HPP approach is used, it might
be useful to “keep an eye” on the variable trust between scheduler and planner. Suppose that the
performance of the manufacturing system heavily depends on the coordination and alignment of the
plans developed by the schedulers and planners. In such a case, management could be interested in
keeping the trust at a high level. In such a case, a possible reduction in the trust form the scheduler
towards the planner might bring undesirable consequences for the system.
On the other hand, a second aspect that we intended to study in our research was the way in
which inter-temporal preferences can influence the decisions of schedulers. In particular we focus in a
phenomenon known in the decision making literature as immediate gratification, which is linked with
the hyperbolic discounting model used to describe the inconsistent preferences along time that people
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have when making decisions. Connected to this, we hypothesized (H2) that schedulers in HPP are
more prone to not keeping stock for future planning horizons when they are not given an inventory
target, than when they are given such targets.
We found support to argue that the absence of an inventory target would cause the schedulers to
generate productions plans where is more likely that zero stock is kept at the end of the planning
horizons, in comparison with the plans done by schedulers who are given with an inventory target.
Furthermore, this argument is independent of the level of trust and the way the target is presented; the
support for this comes from the tests between the control condition (no target given) and each of the
remaining conditions where a target was provided.
This conclusion is aligned with the immediate gratification phenomenon as studied in other
fields. That is, when keeping inventory at the end of a planning horizon causes an increase in the
holding costs of current planning horizon, schedulers would prefer not to keep inventory to maintain
low their costs in the present. At the same time, they are taking a higher risk of a stock out in the next
planning period, since they have uncertainty about the demand in the future. In cases where it is very
much expensive to suffer lost sales, like in our experiment, taking the aforementioned decision is a
sign that people prefer the immediate gratification of a lower cost “today”, disregarding the possibility
of a more expensive cost “tomorrow”.
An practical implication of this result is that, whenever management is aware that lost-sales are
unacceptable for being very costly in comparison with the other cost components, and despite the
hypothetical awareness of this by the schedulers, it is recommendable that management provides to
the schedulers with inventory targets; also, in such a case management could implement stock policies
that guarantee minimum stock levels. This would help minimize an eventual “temptation” for the
scheduler to not carry inventory to future planning horizons. Furthermore, if the uncertainty of future
planning horizon of the scheduler is high, this consideration is particularly important.
Our third research question aimed to investigate if the way the instructions that are provided to
lower levels in HPP systems, may help reducing inter-temporal biases that can affect the production
plans produced by the schedulers. We found in goal-setting theory, that one mechanism that help the
scheduler to achieve targets is to direct the attention. We thought then, that we could use this
mechanism to make the scheduler more aware of the target. This instruction was thought by the
planner to bring benefits in the long run for the whole system; due to that, we asked if there is a way
to enhance the effect of the described mechanism.
We hypothesized that using a permanent indication of the average value for the inventory targets
would make the scheduler to be constantly aware of the stochastic problems, so that he would keep
stocks larger than zero more times along his planning horizon, than if he would be faced merely with
a value for the target to be reached at the end of the horizon. When the scheduler has a tendency to
keep inventories equal to zero, we say that he is using a chase-demand strategy.
In relation to this hypothesis, we found no evidence from our experiment that schedulers faced
with an end value as target are more likely to follow the chase-demand strategy, than those who are
faced with the target presented as an average value. In other words, our research does not allow us to
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argue that presenting the target as an average value would help to reduce inter-temporal phenomena
that could be present in the decision making process of the scheduler. Given that we had limitations to
test all possible conditions, we may be cautious about this conclusion. We have no information about
possible effects when the level of trust is high. Furthermore, the results obtained may be caused by the
few number of periods used in each planning horizon; this could have that the average value caused
no increased influence in the attention towards the target, in comparison to the end value.
Finally, the overall results of our tests show that the decisional role of schedulers in hierarchical
production planning could be an important consideration. Although we could not find support for our
all hypotheses, we found indications that the decision making done by schedulers in HPP
environments is likely to be affected by different factors. A further understanding of these factors and
the mechanisms associated is needed; however, this thesis provided some insights about the decision
making process of the schedulers in hierarchical production planning.
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Appendix A. The interface
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Appendix B. Statistical Tests

Figure B1. Correlation table between the two measures of trust form the scheduler towards the planner. Trust_1 associated
with trust towards quality of instructions. Trust_2, associated towards the alignment of objectives.

Figure B2. ANOVA to compare trust levels between conditions, using the first score for trust.
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Figure B3. ANOVA to compare trust levels between conditions, using the second score for trust.

FIGURE B4. T-test for the relative deviation from target between the HighEnd and the LowEnd condition.

Figure B5. T-test for the relative deviation from target within the LowEnd condition, based on the first score for trust.
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Figure B6. T-test for the relative deviation from target within the LowEnd condition, based on the second score for trust.

Figure B7. ANOVA for the comparison of the variable “finalInvZero” between the control condition and the remaining
conditions.

Figure B8. T-test to compare the variable “interInvZero” between the LowAvrg and LowEnd conditions.
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Figure B9. T-test to compare the relative deviation from targets between the LowAvrg and the LowEnd conditions.

Figure B10. Complementary ANOVA to compare the relative deviation from targets between the LowAvrg and the LowEnd
conditions.
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Appendix C. Questionnaire used at the end of the
experiments.
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Appendix D. Matlab code used to iterate during the
calculation of the instructions

clc
clear all
tic
threshold=0.1/100; %Stop criterion
itermax=100; % maximum number of iterations
AvrgLS_i=8.9;
QQ=20; %Number of final inventory levels.
for j=0:QQ
j
csvwrite('Top_Force_Lfirst.csv',[]); %cleans actual file
fid = fopen('Top_Force_Lfirst.csv','w');
fprintf(fid,'parameter,value\nLfirst,%d\n',j);
fclose(fid);
%(re)-initialize for new iterations
delta=1; %Measures % of change between consecutive iterations
AvrgLS=AvrgLS_i;
csvwrite('Top_IN_parameters.csv',[]); %cleans actual file
fid = fopen('Top_IN_parameters.csv','w');
fprintf(fid,'parameter,value\nAVGL,%d\n',AvrgLS_i);
fclose(fid);
iter=0;
while delta>threshold
iter=iter+1;
system('glpsol -m TopLevelD_convex_S2.mod');
Instr=csvread('Top_output_Instructions.csv',1,1); %Read Output
solution from Top-Level
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Input parameters for base-level model ==
Instructions
xL0=Instr(1); %Initial inventory
LF=Instr(2); %Inventory target
K_Macro=Instr(3); %capacity constraint in hrs or other, but NOT in
Units
K_micro=ceil(K_Macro/5);%capacity constraint per micro-period in
hrs or other, but NOT in Units
%Write the new input file with instructions for base model in GLPK
csvwrite('Base_IN_parameters.csv',[]); %cleans actual file
fid = fopen('Base_IN_parameters.csv','w');
fprintf(fid,'parameter,value\nxL0,%d\nLF,%d\nK,%d\n',xL0,LF,K_micro);
fclose(fid);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End updating file with input parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Solve base model_1 in GLPK
system('glpsol -m BaseLevelB_S2.mod');
LotSizes_1=csvread('Base_Out_Lotsizes.csv',1,1); %Read Lot Size
solution from Base-Level
sets1=nnz(LotSizes_1);
Avrg_1=sum(LotSizes_1)/sets1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End Solve base model_1 in GLPK
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Solve base model_2 in GLPK
system('glpsol -m BaseLevelB_2_S2.mod');
LotSizes_2=csvread('Base_Out_Lotsizes_2.csv',1,1); %Read Lot Size
solution from Base-Level
sets2=nnz(LotSizes_2);
Avrg_2=sum(LotSizes_2)/sets2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End Solve base model_1 in GLPK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %Estimate the mean between the two Avrg Lot sizes
AvrgLS_n= (Avrg_1+Avrg_2)/2; %estimate new avrg lot size
delta=abs(AvrgLS_n-AvrgLS)/AvrgLS;
AvrgLS = AvrgLS_n;
%%%%%Write the new input file with the updated avrg lot size for
top model in GLPK
csvwrite('Top_IN_parameters.csv',[]); %cleans actual file
fid = fopen('Top_IN_parameters.csv','w');
fprintf(fid,'parameter,value\nAVGL,%d\n',AvrgLS);
fclose(fid);
if iter>=itermax
break
end
end
iter;
system('glpsol -m TopLevelD_convex.mod');
MinCost=csvread('Top_output_MinCost.csv',1,1);
Fin_Instr=csvread('Top_output_Instructions.csv',1,1);
sol(j+1,1)=j;
sol(j+1,2)=AvrgLS;
sol(j+1,3)=ceil(Fin_Instr(3)/5);
sol(j+1,4)=MinCost;
end
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Appendix E. Z-tree code used to implement the
experiments

The following script corresponds to the condition with a higher level of trust and the target
provided as an end value, i.e., the so called HighEnd condition according to Section 4. We only show
the script from the introduction part (where instructions are given) until the end of the first microperiod, of the first macro-period of the first session (i.e., trial session). In order to present the whole
code we would have needed around 800 pages.
treatment "Complete_C2_Final Cut.ztt"{
background{
table globals{
}
table subjects{
}
table summary{
}
table contracts{
}
table session{
}
table logfile{
}
table demands{
lifetime = PERIOD;
execute = WITHEACH;
}
numsubjects = 1;
numgroups = 1;
numpracticeperiods = 0;
numactualperiods = 1;
exchangerate = 1;
startendowment = 0;
showupfee = 0;
noAutoscope = FALSE;
v2IntegerVars = TRUE;
v2BooleanVars = TRUE;
firstBoxesOnTop = FALSE;
showupfeeawaytext = "Sie haben Verlust gemacht. Wollen Sie das Startgeld einsetzen, um diesen Verlust zu
decken?";
showupfeeawayyestext = "Ja";
showupfeeawaynotext = "Nein";
moneyawaytext = "Sie haben Verlust gemacht. Wollen Sie weiterfahren?";
moneyawayyestext = "Ja";
moneyawaynotext = "Nein";
bancruptwaittext = "Bitte warten Sie bis Ihr Computer wieder freigegeben wird.";
program{
table = subjects;
do{
Macro=999;
micro=999;
pos=(Macro-1)*5+micro;
Session=1;
// Costs per unit. Equal for all sessions
h=1; // Unit Holding cost
s=300; // Unit Set-up cost
L_s=10; // Unit lost-sales cost
/* Initialization of general variables*/
array Lot_size[20];
array Lost[20];
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array Final_inv[20];
array Ini_inv[20];
array C_hold[20];
array C_lost[20];
array C_setup[20];
array C_total[20];
array inv_tar[4];
array prod_capacity[4];
//Initializacion specific variables for Sessions
/*
array inv_tar_s1[4];
array prod_capacity_s1[4];
array inv_tar_s2[4];
array prod_capacity_s2[4];
array inv_tar_s3[4];
array prod_capacity_s3[4];
array inv_tar_s4[4];
array prod_capacity_s4[4];
if (Session==1) {inv_tar[Macro]=inv_tar_s1[Macro];
prod_capacity[Macro]=prod_capacity_s1[Macro];}
if (Session==2) {inv_tar[Macro]=inv_tar_s2[Macro];
prod_capacity[Macro]=prod_capacity_s2[Macro];}
if (Session==3) {inv_tar[Macro]=inv_tar_s3[Macro];
prod_capacity[Macro]=prod_capacity_s3[Macro];}
if (Session==4) {inv_tar[Macro]=inv_tar_s4[Macro];
prod_capacity[Macro]=prod_capacity_s4[Macro];}
*/
array C_Agg[4];
array C_hold_Agg[4];
array C_lost_Agg[4];
array C_setup_Agg[4];
}
}
screen action{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 75%;
height = 12%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
cuttop = TRUE;
standardbox "Head1"{
hasframe = FALSE;
height = 25%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\b \\fs26 \\qc PLANNING FOR TRIMESTER <Macro|1>";
}
}
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
left = 0p;
top = 25%;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 10%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
cutleft = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
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item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 \\b Period <Macro|1> - <micro|1>
";
}
}
standardbox "Inv_target_1"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 40%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
cutleft = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26 \r\nThe \\b final \\b0 inventory
target \r\n\\line \r\nfor this trimester is \\i \\b < inv_tar[Macro]|100> \\i0 bikes }";
}
}
standardbox "Produ_capacity_1"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 60%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
cutleft = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26 \r\nThe Maximum production
capacity for each period\r\n\\line \r\nthis trimester is \\i \\b < prod_capacity[Macro]|100> \\i0 bikes }";
}
}
standardbox "Unit_costs"{
hasframe = TRUE;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26 Unit inventory cost = \\i \\b <h|1>
€";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26 Unit set-up cost = \\i \\b <s|1> €";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26 Unit lost sales cost = \\i \\b
<L_s|1> €";
}
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Text"{
hasframe = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "Please wait while the experiment continues";
}
}
}
}
stage "Screen 0"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
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timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 15%;
bottom = 15%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\nThank you for being part of this
study.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nBy participating in this study, you are helping us understand better common decisions in production
planning\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nAll your answers to the question will be kept strictly confidential and will only used for statistical analysis
purposes.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\n\\b Remember the instructions \\b0 but do not be concerned about individual values as these will be
available on the interaction screen at all times.\r\n\\line\\line\r\nYou will have one round that you can use to train and experiment, and
two rounds to actually \"play\". \r\n\\line\\line\\\r\nIn the first \\b round you are allowed to ask questions \\b0 about the instructions of
the \"game\".\r\n\\line \\line\r\nYour \\b performance in the last two rounds \\b0 will be used to compute your monetary
reward.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nYour \\b performance at the end of each round \\b will be compared to that of a computer\r\n\\line
\\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 1"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
height = 60%;
top = 10%;
cuttop = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b INTRODUCTION \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nFrom
this moment on, you will be \\b one of the schedulers \\b0 for Cam & Jola Inc.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nCam & Jola is the second largest
bike producer in Europe and it is headquartered in Eindhoven, The Netherlands.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nYou are the assigned scheduler
for the model of bikes named \\b Tornado. \\b0\r\n\\line\\line\r\n\\b THE PRODUCT \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nThe \\b \\i Tornado \\b0 \\i0
type of bike is designed for being used every day in the city but, it can be taken for off-road adventures by people who occasionally cycle
as outside the city or in parks.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nThis line of bikes has been produced for 1 year now. \r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\n\\qr
\\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
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specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
multimediabox "Bycicle"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 0;
URL = Bike.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = TRUE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = TRUE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 2"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 15%;
bottom = 20%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b YOUR JOB \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\nYou, \\b
as a scheduler \\b0, are responsible for the \\b master scheduling \\b0 of the product \\b Tornado. \\b0\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nThe
master schedules you produce are part of the production planning process of the company. Your performance is vital for the economic
success of the company. For that reason, the company has very experienced and skilled \\b planners \\b0 to help you in your
job.\r\n\\line\\line\\line\r\nThe production planning is organized in a hierarchical way, where you as a \\b scheduler \\b0 receive input
from a \\b planner \\b0 to make your schedule.\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 3"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
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usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 15%;
bottom = 50%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b THE PLANNING HORIZON \\b0\r\n\\line \\line
\\line\r\nCam & Jola's production year is divided into \\b four (4) planning trimesters. \\b0\r\n\\line\\line \\line\r\nAt the same time,
each of these trimesters is sub-divided \\b into five (5) planning periods \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press
OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 4"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 20%;
bottom = 25%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b YOUR DECISIONS \\b0\r\n\\line \\line
\\line\r\nYour task is \\b to decide how many (If any) Tornado \\b0 bikes are to be produced in each period \\b sequentially. \\b0 In other
words, you are to define the production \\b lot-size \\b0 period by period.\r\n\\line\\line \\line\r\nPlease note that if you think it is
convenient to do so, on any given period you can also decide to \\b produce zero bikes \\b0 and thus \\b have in zero set-up costs.
\\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\nAt the \\b start \\b0 of each period, you will indicate to the plan managers via a production planning
interface how many bikes they have to produce in \\b such period. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\nIf you decide to produce (you can also
decide \\b NOT \\b0 to produce and \\b produce zero) \\b0, the minimum lot size to produce is 100 units, and you can only produce \\b in
multiples of 100 units.\\b0\r\n\\line \\line \r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
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withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 5"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 15%;
bottom = 15%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b YOUR OBJECTIVE (PART 1)\\b0\r\n\\line \\line
\\line\r\nWhen deciding the production levels for each \\b period \\b0 your objective is to \\b minimize the sum of holding inventory
costs, set-up costs \\b0 and \\b lost \\b sales costs \\b0 \\i (explained below and in the next screen). \\i0 \r\n\\line\\line\r\nThe
production costs are considered irrelevant for the calculations and the time to put a bike in the market (lead time) can be assumed \\b
equal to zero. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\b Your performance will be evaluated at the end of each round. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nYour
performance will be evaluated by the sum of these costs at the end of the \\b (4) four planning trimesters. \\b0 This means, \\b (20)
twenty periods production decisions in total. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\n\\i \\b 1. Holding inventory costs \\i0 \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line\r\nAll the products you produce but do not sell that same week need to be stored somewhere. Holding this inventory comes at a
cost (including insurance costs, handling costs and opportunity costs). All these costs can be summarized in a single holding inventory cost
fixed at \\b 1 € per bike in stock per week. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 6"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 20%;
bottom = 45%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b YOUR OBJECTIVE (PART 2)\\b0\r\n\\line \\line
\\line\r\n\\i \\b 2. Set-up costs \\i0 \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nEach time you produce in a \\b period \\b0, no matter the quantity, the
assembly line needs to be prepared for production.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nAll the parts need to be loaded into the automatic welding machine
and all the waste from the machine needs to be cleaned, thus. All this takes time an results in costs, referred as \\b set-up costs \\b0. The
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set-up costs each time you produce bikes in a period is of \\b 300€ per period. \\b0\r\n\\line\\line\r\nPlease note that if you do not
produce for a given \\b period \\b0 you will incur in \\b zero set-up costs during that period. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line";
}
}
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 53%;
bottom = 15%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\i \\b 3. Lost sales costs: \\i0 \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line\r\nIf \\b the demand of the period is higher \\b0 than your final stock for that period, then it means you do not have enough
Tornado bikes to cover the demand.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nIf this happens, you lose sales to the competitors and your reputation as a leading
bike producer is hurt. The lost sales costs have been estimated at \\b 10€ per bike left unsold. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26
Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 7"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 25%;
bottom = 25%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30\r\n\\b DEMAND INFORMATION (PART 1) \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line \\line\r\nWhen a planning trimester starts, you \\b will be presented with demand information. \\b0 \r\n\\line \\line\r\nTwo types
of information will be given, demand information of the \\b whole trimester \\b0 and demand information for each \\b planning period.
\\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nAt the start of a \\b planning trimester, a forecast of the total demand for that trimester is available. \\b0 The
rough estimate may take any of three possible values labeled High-demand, Medium-demand and Low-Demand.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nFor
the rest of trimesters that have not yet started, the rough estimate of demand is not available. \\par However, the probability distribution
of the demand scenarios is known. For each scenario, \\b the probability of occurrence is of 1/3. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26
Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
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screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 8"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 25%;
bottom = 25%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30\r\n\\b DEMAND INFORMATION (PART 2) \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line \\line\r\nAt the start of each planning period the \\b actual demand is revealed and known. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nIn addition, you
will \\b know the demand distribution for all subsequent \\b0 periods for the \\b planning trimester in question. \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line\r\nThe demand distribution considers three possible levels: \\b upper, medium and lower demand levels. \\b0 Each scenario
corresponds to \\b a certain level of demand \\b0, and each has a certain \\b probability of occurring \\b0. This information will be \\b
revealed to you \\b0 in each planning trimester.\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 9"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 15%;
bottom = 45%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b DEMAND INFORMATION (PART 3) \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line \\line\r\nThe picture below is a graphic illustration of the demand distribution and the realization of demand for the \\b trimester
and the planning periods. \\b0 \\par\r\n\\line\r\nNote that for a given planning trimester, the demand distribution in each of its planning
periods is the same.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nFor example, the tree bellow shows there is a 60% chance that the demand in the planning period
is 500 units, 30% that is 600 and 10% that is 700. You will see a similar graph every trimester, with its respective forecast.\r\n\\line
\\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
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}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
multimediabox "Tree"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
top = 55%;
bottom = 15%;
URL = dd_r4_m1.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = FALSE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 10"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 90%;
top = 10%;
multimediabox "Fransoo"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 15%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
bottom = 20%;
cutleft = TRUE;
displaycondition = TRUE;
URL = fransoo_2010.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = FALSE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 80%;
left = 0;
top = 10%;
bottom = 15%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30
\r\n{\\colortbl;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue255;\r\n\\red255\\green0\\blue0;\r\n\\red0\\green255\\blue0;\r\n\\red255\\green255\\blue2
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55;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue0;\r\n}\r\n\\b INTERACTION WITH THE PLANNER (part 1) \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nIn the following screens, we
refer to prof. Jan Fransoo, who will act as your planner and describe the interaction you have with him:\r\n\\line \\line
\\line\r\n\\i\r\n\"As the planner for your family of bikes, I will provide you with the following information. This information will be \\b
updated \\b0 each \\b planning trimester \\b0 to make your decision:\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\n\\b 1. \\b0 The maximum \\b production
capacity per planning period. \\b0 You are not able to produce more than what is set in each period. This is \\b a hard constraint that you
cannot \\b0 violate as it reflects the number of personnel already hired at the start of the trimester.\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\i\r\n\\b 2. \\b0 A
\\b \\cf2 final inventory target to be reached at the end of the trimester \\cf5 \\b0 is given to help you make production
decisions.\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\nAlthough it is \\b \\cf2 not compulsory \\cf5 \\b0 to reach such a target it is \\b \\cf2 desirable \\cf5
\\b0 to attempt to reach it as this will help \\b \\cf2 minimize the total costs \\b0 \\cf5 over the \\b whole four \\cf2 (4) trimesters \\b0
\\cf5 and allow for \\cf2 a more smooth alignment with the planner's planning.\" \\cf5\r\n\\i0 \r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please
press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 11"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 40;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 90%;
top = 10%;
multimediabox "Fransoo"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 15%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
bottom = 20%;
cutleft = TRUE;
displaycondition = TRUE;
URL = fransoo_2010.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = FALSE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 80%;
left = 0;
top = 10%;
bottom = 20%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30
\r\n{\\colortbl;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue255;\r\n\\red255\\green0\\blue0;\r\n\\red0\\green255\\blue0;\r\n\\red255\\green255\\blue2
55;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue0;\r\n}\r\n\\b INTERACTION WITH THE PLANNER (part 2) \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\n(prof. Jan Fransoo,
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the planner continued...) \\i \"to set the prodcution capacity I take a global high-level perspective balancing capacity costs (which are fixed
for you), the inventory costs, the lost sales costs and workforce considerations.\r\n \\par\r\n\\line\r\nIndirectly, by trying to anticipate
your behavior I also include the \\b set-up costs. \\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\b In deciding on the \\b final inventory target \\b0 I take into
account \\b \\cf2 almost the same demand information \\cf5 \\b0 you have available. \r\n\\par \\line\r\nThe only difference is that since I
make my decisions at the \\b start of each planning trimester I am \\cf2 unable to adjust my decisions \\cf5 within a planning trimester as
demand becomes revealed \\b0\r\n\\par \\line\r\nWhen deciding on the target, I also consider the \\b probable demand levels of the first
planning period of the next trimester. \\b0 This \\b \\cf2 should help you \\cf5 \\b0 to maintain your overall costs for the 4 trimesters as
low as possible.\"\r\n\\i0\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 13"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 20;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 90%;
top = 10%;
multimediabox "Fransoo"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 15%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
bottom = 20%;
cutleft = TRUE;
displaycondition = TRUE;
URL = fransoo_2010.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = FALSE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 80%;
left = 0;
top = 15%;
bottom = 15%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b INTERACTION WITH THE PLANNER
(part 3) \\b0\r\n\\line \\line \\line\r\n\\i\r\n\"In addition, I have some extra tips for when you consider your production
decisions:\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\b Always consider trade-off's between inventory and set-up costs \\b0 \\par\r\n\\line\r\nYou can produce
to cover the demand of more than period to avoid set-up costs, but this is at the expense of higher inventory costs. \\par\r\n\\line
\\line\r\n\\b Remember \\b0 that you know for sure the \\b demand of the current period \\b0, and for the next you only know the
demand distribution.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nBalance carefully \\b inventory costs with possible stock-outs and lost sales. \\b0\r\n\\line
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\\line\r\nRemember that you have to minimize the \\b costs for the whole 4 trimesters \\b0, and that \\b the inventory \\b0 at the \\b
end of a trimester \\b0 is the starting inventory for the next macro period.\"\r\n\\i\r\n\\par\r\n\\line \\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please
press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 14"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 20;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 90%;
top = 10%;
multimediabox "Fransoo"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 15%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
bottom = 20%;
cutleft = TRUE;
displaycondition = TRUE;
URL = fransoo_2010.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = FALSE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 80%;
left = 0;
top = 8%;
bottom = 14%;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b INTERACTION WITH THE PLANNER
(part 4) \\b0\r\n\\line
\\line\r\n{\\colortbl;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue255;\r\n\\red255\\green0\\blue0;\r\n\\red0\\green255\\blue0;\r\n\\red255\\green255\\b
lue255;\r\n\\red0\\green0\\blue0;\r\n}\r\n\\i\r\n\"That's all from me. I wish you do all the best in your job. To summarize \\b remember
the following:\" \\b0 \\par \\line\r\n1. You are a scheduler and must decide whether to produce or not and how much to produce.
\\par\r\n2.Your objective is to minimize the sum of inventory holding costs, set-up costs and lost sales costs. \\par\r\n3.You have to
produce in multiples of 100 units and not more than the capacity established by the planner. \\par\r\n4.The planner sets the maximum
capacity at the start of the macro-period. \\par\r\n5.The planner sets the final inventory target for the given trimester. \\par\r\n6. It is \\b
\\cf2 desirable \\b0 \\cf5 that you try to \\cf2 \"stay\" close \\cf5 to such target for a more smooth coordination with the planner and
because it can help in the continuity of decisions across trimesters. \\par\r\n7. The planning horizon is divided in \\b 4 planning trimesters
\\b0 each with its own \\b five (5) planning periods. \\b0 \\par\r\n8. For each planning period the demand can take any of three values,
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corresponding to upper, medium and lower values. \\par\r\n9. You know the demand of the first period and the constant distribution of
the demand of the other periods for the current trimester. \\par\r\n10. As time passes, demand is realized and thus, it will be revealed to
you. \\par\r\n11. The planner has \\b \\cf2 almost the same demand information \\cf5 \\b0 that to you have, in setting his inventory
targets; he just cannot update his demand information every planning period. \\par\r\n\\line \\line \r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to
continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Screen 15"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 20;
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
width = 70%;
height = 15%;
top = 5%;
cuttop = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\ql \\fs30 \r\n\\b SCREENSHOT\\b0\r\n\\line \\line\r\nHere there
is a screenshot of the interface you will use to make your decisions:\r\n\\line\r\n\\qr \\b \\fs26 Please press OK to continue";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
multimediabox "Screenshot"{
hasframe = FALSE;
left = 0;
top = 0;
URL = ScreenShot_end_descrip.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = TRUE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = TRUE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
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}
}
stage "Session1_Start"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 30;
program{
table = subjects;
do{
Session=1;
}
}
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs26\r\n\r\nYou will start now the session No. <Session|1>.
A complete session has the characteristics given in the instructions.\r\n\\line \\line\r\nThis is a \\b training session. \\b0 Therefore, you
are allowed to ask questions to the experimenter.\r\n \\line \\line\r\nThe results of this session \\b will not \\b0 be used to measure your
performance. \\par\r\n\\line\r\nIt is destinated for you to get familiar with the interface, and also for a better understanding of your
task.\r\n\\b \\fs22 Please press OK to start.";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Intro_Per_1_S1"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 30;
program{
table = subjects;
do{
Session=1;
Macro=1;
/* Demand realization, previously randomly defined , For the 1st round*/
array d[20];
d[1]=700;
d[2]=500;
d[3]=700;
d[4]=600;
d[5]=500;
d[6]=400;
d[7]=300;
d[8]=300;
d[9]=300;
d[10]=300;
d[11]=100;
d[12]=200;
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d[13]=100;
d[14]=100;
d[15]=300;
d[16]=700;
d[17]=700;
d[18]=700;
d[19]=700;
d[20]=500;
Ini_inv[1]=3*100; //Inventory before the beggining of period 1-1

}
}
screen action{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\qc \\fs24 Now you will start the scheduling for the Trimester No.
<Macro|1> \r\n\\line \\line \\line \\line \\line\r\n\\b \\fs22 Please press OK to start.";
}
button "OK"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = TRUE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = FALSE;
buttoncolor = 0;
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = FALSE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
stage "Period_1_1"{
startwaitforall = TRUE;
singleentry = FALSE;
singleentrycontinuation = FALSE;
timeouttype = never;
timeout = 60;
program{
table = subjects;
do{
// Current planning period
Macro=1;
micro=1;
pos=(Macro-1)*5+micro;
picture=1;
// Lost sales and inventory: Initialization
Lost[pos]=if(Ini_inv[pos]>=d[pos],0,d[pos]-Ini_inv[pos]);
Final_inv[pos]=Ini_inv[pos]+Lost[pos]-d[pos];
// cost calculations Initialization
C_hold[pos]=Final_inv[pos]*h;
C_lost[pos]=Lost[pos]*L_s;
C_setup[pos]=0;
C_total[pos]=C_hold[pos]+C_lost[pos]+C_setup[pos];

// Definition of the instructions for the current Trimester.
inv_tar[Macro]=100;
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prod_capacity[Macro]=600;
//Definition of the axes of the graph
//This is done only in the first period of each Trimester
Xaxis_Size=5;
Yaxis_Size=1.2*prod_capacity[Macro];
Yaxis_bottom=-0.12*prod_capacity[Macro];
P0_x=0;
P0_y=0.1*prod_capacity[Macro];
P1_x=5;
P1_y=P0_y;
P2_x=P0_x;
P2_y=1.1*prod_capacity[Macro];
}
}
screen action{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
gridbox "Grid_1"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 75%;
height = 40%;
left = 0p;
top = 0p;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
numrows = 4;
numcolumns = 6;
firstcolumnwidth = 100;
firstrowheight = 100;
fieldsinrows = TRUE;
infieldlabeisallowed = FALSE;
firstrowislabel = TRUE;
firstcolumnislabel = TRUE;
labelseparators = FALSE;
rowseparators = FALSE;
columnseparators = FALSE;
item{
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Period: <Macro|1>-1}";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Period: <Macro|1>-2}";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Period: <Macro|1>-3}";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Period: <Macro|1>-4}";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Period: <Macro|1>-5}";
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\fs22 \\b \\qc Initial inventory}";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\qc < Ini_inv[pos]|100 > }";
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
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label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Demand \\line [number of bikes]";
}
item{
label = "<>{\\rtf \\fs22 \\qc < d[pos]|100 > }";
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Production quantity \\line [number of bikes]";
}
item{
label = "Lot Size per1 mic 1";
variable = LotSize;
format = "100";
input = TRUE;
showdefault = TRUE;
emptyallowed = FALSE;
min = 0;
max = prod_capacity[Macro];
defaultvalue = 0;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
button "Calculate"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = TRUE;
specialbuttoncolor = TRUE;
buttoncolor = 13158600;
program{
table = subjects;
do{
Lot_size[pos]=LotSize;
// Lost sales and inventory: update
Lost[pos]=if(Ini_inv[pos]+Lot_size[pos]>=d[pos],0,d[pos]Ini_inv[pos]-Lot_size[pos]);
Final_inv[pos]=Ini_inv[pos]+Lot_size[pos]+Lost[pos]-d[pos];
Ini_inv[pos+1]=Final_inv[pos];
// cost calculations: update
C_hold[pos]=Final_inv[pos]*h;
C_lost[pos]=Lost[pos]*L_s;
C_setup[pos]=if(Lot_size[pos]==0,0,s);
// C_setup[pos]=s;
C_total[pos]=C_hold[pos]+C_lost[pos]+C_setup[pos];

}
}
}
}
gridbox "Grid_2"{
hasframe = TRUE;
width = 75%;
left = 0p;
top = 40%;
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buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
numrows = 6;
numcolumns = 6;
firstcolumnwidth = 100;
firstrowheight = 100;
fieldsinrows = TRUE;
infieldlabeisallowed = FALSE;
firstrowislabel = FALSE;
firstcolumnislabel = FALSE;
labelseparators = FALSE;
rowseparators = FALSE;
columnseparators = FALSE;
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Final inventory \\line [number of bikes]";
}
item{
variable = Final_inv[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 <Final_inv[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Lost Sales \\line [number of bikes]";
}
item{
variable = Lost[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 <Lost[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Holding cost [€]";
}
item{
variable = C_hold[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 <C_hold[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Lost sales cost [€]";
}
item{
variable = C_lost[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 <C_lost[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
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item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs22 Set-up cost [€]";
}
item{
variable = C_setup[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs22 <C_setup[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\qc \\fs24 TOTAL COSTS [€]";
}
item{
variable = C_total[pos];
format = "<>!text:1=\"{\\rtf \\qc \\fs24 <C_total[pos]|1>}\"";
input = FALSE;
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
item{
}
button "Confirm lot-size and continue"{
clearinputafterok = FALSE;
norecordmadeorselected = FALSE;
terminatestage = FALSE;
donotterminatestage = FALSE;
specialbuttoncolor = TRUE;
buttoncolor = 5921535;
program{
table = subjects;
do{
Lot_size[pos]=LotSize;
// Lost sales and inventory: update
//Lost[pos]=if(Ini_inv[pos]+Lot_size[pos]>=d[pos],0,d[pos]Ini_inv[pos]-Lot_size[pos]);
Lost[pos]=if(Ini_inv[pos]+Lot_size[pos]>=d[pos],0,d[pos]Ini_inv[pos]-Lot_size[pos]);
Final_inv[pos]=Ini_inv[pos]+Lot_size[pos]+Lost[pos]-d[pos];
Ini_inv[pos+1]=Final_inv[pos];
// cost calculations: update
C_hold[pos]=Final_inv[pos]*h;
C_lost[pos]=Lost[pos]*L_s;
C_setup[pos]=if(Lot_size[pos]==0,0,s);
C_total[pos]=C_hold[pos]+C_lost[pos]+C_setup[pos];

}
}
}
}
multimediabox "picture_T1"{
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hasframe = TRUE;
height = 30%;
left = 75%;
top = 0;
URL = dd_r1_m1.jpg;
dorepeat = FALSE;
maintainaspectratio = TRUE;
enlargetofit = FALSE;
shrinktofit = TRUE;
allowusercontrol = FALSE;
rewind = FALSE;
}
containerbox "Container"{
hasframe = FALSE;
left = 75%;
top = 30%;
standardbox "Standard"{
hasframe = FALSE;
height = 15%;
top = 0;
cuttop = TRUE;
buttonposition = BOTTOMRIGHT;
buttonsequence = HORIZONTAL;
item{
label = "{\\rtf \\b \\fs22 \\qc STOCK PATTERN";
}
}
plotbox "Trimes_1_1"{
hasframe = FALSE;
left = 0;
top = 0;
maintainaspectratio = FALSE;
xaxistype = CATEGORICAL;
yaxistype = LINEAR;
xleft = 0;
xright = Xaxis_Size;
ybottom = Yaxis_bottom;
ytop = Yaxis_Size;
plotaxis "X_axis"{
axis = X;
position = 0;
from = 0;
to = 6;
tickdistance = 1;
datalabeldistance = 1;
datalabelformat = 1;
caption = "Periods";
linecolor = rgb(0.00,0.00,0.00);
linewidth = 2;
}
plotaxis "Y_axis"{
axis = Y;
position = P0_x;
from = 0;
to = P2_y;
tickdistance = 0.1*prod_capacity[Macro];
datalabeldistance = 0.1*prod_capacity[Macro];
datalabelformat = 1;
caption = "Stock [units]";
linecolor = rgb(0.00,0.00,0.00);
linewidth = 2;
}
plotpoint "Targ_inv"{
x = 5;
y = inv_tar[Macro];
isstar = FALSE;
size = 6;
numedges = 4;
startat = 45;
linecolor = rgb(1.00,0.00,0.00);
linewidth = 2;
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fillcolor = rgb(1.00,0.18,0.18);
}
plottext "Avrg_Stock"{
text = "<>Final Inventory target= <inv_tar[Macro]|1 >";
x = 3;
y = 1.05*inv_tar[Macro];
horizontalalignment = LEFT;
verticalalignment = FIRSTLINE;
textcolor = rgb(0,0,0);
font = Times New Roman;
italic = TRUE;
fontsize = 14;
}
plotline "S1_T1_p1"{
x1 = 0;
y1 = Final_inv[pos];
x2 = 1;
y2 = Final_inv[pos];
linecolor = rgb(0.00,0.50,0.25);
linewidth = 2;
arrowclosed = FALSE;
}
}
}
}
screen wait{
usesbg = TRUE;
withalertscreen = FALSE;
noalertscreen = FALSE;
}
}
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